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Putin’s inﬂuence can hinder
U.S. progress (p. 6)
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Siemionko encourages women to take charge

Russian President Vladimir
Putin is monopolizing on
the fact that
U.S. President Donald
Trump seeks an
“America first”
mentality when it comes to international trade. This heightened
nationalism may hinder democratic values.

BUSINESS 9
Yahoo's Mayer receives $23
million severance (p. 10)
After taking a
pay cut for the
data breaches
reported last
year, Yahoo's
CEO Marissa
Mayer is set to
receive a $23
million golden
parachute once
the Verizon deal closes. Mayer
struggled to turn the company
around and failed to keep the
company's stock price afloat.

SEX SUPPLEMENT 11
Just one block
away from the
Newman Vertical Campus,
the Baruch
College Student Health
Care Center
administers
pregnancy
tests, STD screenings and other
health services. The services are
free or discounted for students
with insurance. A physician assistant schedules appointments
Monday through Friday.

ARTS & STYLE 15
Drake drops highly anticipated More Life (p. 15)
After months
of teasing and
hype, rapper
Drake has released More
Life, a playlist
of original music that samples
big names and
underground artists. The playlist
was teased multiple times before
being released on March 18.

SCIENCE & TECH 18
Sleep quality impacts wellbeing and health (p. 18)
Psychologists at
the University
of Warwick in
England found
that the pleasure associated
with sleeping
is similar to the
feeling one gets
after winning the lottery. Information related to the study was
collected via 18 waves of yearly
evaluations.
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Siemionko advised women on issues that prevent them from achieving success in the workplace, as well as the signiﬁcance of networking and managing goals.
BY MAYA YEGOROVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER
Katherine Siemionko, head organizer of the Women’s March on New
York City, led an event titled “An Empowered Woman” on Tuesday,
March 21, during club hours. The objective of the event was to discuss
how to avoid recurrent drawbacks that prevent women from achieving

Bearcats dominate in first
softball match

success and how to take charge of their careers.
Siemionko opened up the event by providing background information on herself. She revealed that she was born in Chicago and grew up
in Florida, going on to graduate from Saint Louis University and work in
the pharmaceutical medicine industry.
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USG election campaigns commence

BY GABRIELLE HUEZO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The 2017 season is off to a
great start for Baruch College’s
women’s softball team, which
is enjoying its best start in team
history. The team won three out
of four games at the Virginia
Wesleyan College Beach Blast in
Virginia Beach, Virginia, to kick
off the season.
The next three games, which
pitted the Bearcats against the
College of Saint Elizabeth, Purchase College and St. Joseph’s
College were postponed due to
weather conditions.

STORY CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

TAMID topples
Ivy Leagues in
stock pitch

On Thursday, March 23, the Oﬃce of Student Life announced the names of parties and individual candidates for the Undergraduate Student Government elections. The Ticker prepared a guide to the USG election, which can be found on pages 2 and 3.

BY PAUL JOH
BUSINESS EDITOR

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

YELENA DZHANOVA | THE TICKER

Occassionally, Baruch College students have the chance
to go head-to-head with some of
the brightest minds from the nation’s top universities. TAMID at
Baruch recently featured a team
of three freshman undergraduate students who were selected
as winners of the national TAMID stock pitch competition.
Amit Agrawal, Rajesh Rao and
Jamie Yatcha made a pitch to
buy Freeport-McMoRan Inc.
with a target price of $39.20 over
a one- to two-year time horizon.

USG senators must ask for more data before supporting TAP
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A

s an elected member of the Undergraduate Student Government, I have a duty to represent all undergraduate students of Baruch College to the best of my abilities. For me, doing so includes an explanation
of my votes as a representative senator. I believe it is my duty to discuss each decision to its fullest extent
in order to make an informed decision that best represents students. I was elected by the students to work for the
students. On March 7, at our weekly senate meeting, I was disappointed when the senate voted 11-2-2 in favor of
a College Opportunity and Resource Expansion proposal. The senate is the only branch of USG that can vote in
support of a proposal, whether it is a campus, nonprofit or university proposal. If a majority of the senate votes
in favor of the proposal, our entire student government, and effectively every Baruch student, endorses the proposal. USG President Daniel Dornbaum, on behalf of a CORE representative, introduced the CORE proposal on
Feb. 28. The Senate was in agreement that we did not feel comfortable enough to move toward a vote of support
because, after debate, there was still a lack of information surrounding the proposal. This was what prompted
Dornbaum to bring in the CORE representative at our next meeting on March 7.

On Monday, March 20, candidates for the Spring 2017 Undergraduate Student Government elections were asked to submit their election forms to
the Oﬃce of Student Life. After reviewing and conﬁrming each candidate’s eligibility to run in the elections, candidates had to attend a mandatory
workshop that took place on Thursday, March 23. The Ticker attended the event and later interviewed key members of each party to provide
Baruch College students with a general idea of each team’s platform.
Text by Yelena Dzhanova and Maria Markowicz. Photos by Connor Henchey and Agata Poniatowski.

#Change

A

bdourahamane
Diallo, a junior seeking
the position of president
of the Undergraduate
Student Government, is
running with an independent group.
One of the main causes
Diallo wants to fight for
is academic accessibility.
If elected, Diallo, a transfer
student from John Jay College
of Criminal Justice, would like to
reform the Student Academic Consulting Center at Baruch College so that it
caters to more students. He stated that a major problem within SACC is that students are mandated to schedule appointments with tutors and face limits with the number of times
they may make an appointment. Additionally, he explains
that most tutors at SACC teach three students at a time,
which can create an uncomfortable learning experience. He
proposes that SACC and other facilities develop an electronic
number system in which students scan their ID cards and get
assigned a time as often as they want or need.
As a candidate, Diallo also wants to fight for equal profes-

Baruch Joy

M

ax Meneses, a junior who is running for the position of
Undergraduate Student Government president, wants
to use his candidacy to make a push to get students more involved in club life. He credits his own experiences within various clubs and organizations as pivotal to his development as
an undergraduate student.
Meneses elevates club life and student involvement and
has turned them into central points in his campaign. He says
that only a core group of people are involved in club life at
Baruch. Most students are commuters who do not have a vessel of entry due to conflicting schedules or other obligations.
In order to make club life more accessible to commuter
students, Meneses hopes to pass initiatives that will promote
an additional set of club hours on Mondays and Wednesdays,
if elected. This way, he hopes, more students will be able to
attend general interest meetings and events.
If elected, he hopes to use his presidency to uphold USG’s
transparency. He also hopes that he can influence other USG
members to act as liaisons between students and club members and ensure that all students involved in USG are able to
stay efficient and proactive.
Meneses says that last year’s election felt impersonal to
him; during a campaign attempt, one of the running candidates allegedly told Meneses that he did not know him or care
to know him. Meneses says that this experience propelled his

sional development opportunities for all students without
considering their race, religion or sex. He stated that personal
experiences, such as a time when he speculates that he was
rejected from an opportunity because of his race, have driven
him to make this a campaign priority. He believes that an individual’s school should take on all responsibility to prepare
enrolled students for a job after graduation.
Diallo says that the role of USG is to firmly advocate on behalf of all students and that there should be a distinction between USG and the Office of Student Life, which should work
to advocate for the school. However, he would like the two to
loosely collaborate without partnering up on every initiative.
Additionally, he believes that USG members should be
more engaging with Baruch’s undergraduate population because he believes that the current USG is not as engaging as
it can be. He would like to demonstrate that student government is a resource for students and they can rely on USG to
be aware of issues and take care of them in a timely, efficient
and respectful manner.
Additionally, he wants to replace the sense of competition
that exists at Baruch and foster a sense of teamwork instead.
Diallo handpicked the other members of his party, #Change,
according to level of devotion and similar mentality.
Diallo has held various leadership positions in Le Club
Francais and has started his own club, the Guinean Students
Association. He also holds a position within Baruch’s chapter
of Toastmasters International.

desire to make sure that every student is cared and accounted for
at Baruch.
Meneses is running as an
independent candidate
and he is the sole member
of his party, Baruch Joy.
He indicates that despite
the fact that he is running
on his own, if elected he
will strive to get to know
his fellow victors and will
work with them to ensure
that Baruch’s USG maintains
cohesion and engagement.
In regards to issues of tuition and
policy, Meneses recognizes the need to
be aware of the rise of difficult and unwanted situations, such
as tuition hikes. He also hopes to act as a liaison between the
Office of Student Life and other administrative offices and
the Baruch undergraduate population.
Meneses currently holds a position on USG’s Student Media Council, which gives him the responsibility of coordinating and communicating with all media organizations at
Baruch. He also holds the position of treasurer in Lexicon,
teaches a transfer student seminar and serves as a resident
assistant at the residence hall.

Rise Baruch

T

he idea behind Rise Baruch is to move beyond what the
Undergraduate Student Government is and means to
people, the party’s presidential candidate Isabel Arias explained in an interview.
To accomplish that, Arias brought together a team of
roughly 50 current USG members, club leaders and other
people who are involved in student life.
The goal of this mix, Arias explained, is to build a bridge
between club life and USG. Members of the party believe that
having club leaders on the senate table will help come up
with “real change,” help students understand how USG operates and make it more approachable to non-USG members.
“[W]hen you get club leaders and people who you feel actually represent you and you can see people on the [senate]
table who you feel like you can actually relate to, you can talk
to … it will encourage more club leaders and students to get
involved,” Arias said.
In order to achieve its goals, Rise Baruch came up with a
platform that consists of five main elements: effectiveness,
reliability, representation, transparency and unity.
For unity, the idea is that unifying the voice of club life
and USG will help USG come up with improvements that
actually help students. Having enough representation, Arias
explained, will make the senate table more relatable to the
everyday student, which will make it easier for people to ap-

proach USG with ideas. It also involves including people whose
experiences go beyond the
senate table. As for transparency, Rise Baruch
hopes to build deeper
bonds with clubs by easing the clubs’ experiences with appeals, budgets
and sponsorships.
“One thing [party
members mentioned] was
adding—something that
someone who’s just in USG
might never know—they want
coat hangers in the club suite,”
Arias said while recalling one of the party’s meetings. “It would clear up a lot of space and provide
much more seating room for other students to come sit and
join the clubs and interact with the clubs.”
Most of Rise Baruch’s goals and objectives depend on a
stream of student involvement and feedback. In order to
make it easier for students to speak their minds and meet the
team prior to the election, Rise Baruch will hold tabling sessions on the second floor lobby. If elected, Arias also plans to
reinstate USG’s full open door policy so that students are not
intimidated by closed doors.

Theta Apple Pie

T

heta Apple Pie is meant
to be a fun, joking reference to a fraternity. Below the surface, however,
the idea is to bring a fun,
optimistic image to the
Undergraduate Student
Government that will
grab the attention of students who are not even remotely involved with USG,
David Scholes said in an interview.
The idea to form the party began
with Scholes, the current president of the
Residence Hall Council and TAP’s candidate for president.
When forming the party, he began by reaching out to people
on athletic teams as well as members of clubs and the RHC.
Later in the campaign, current members of USG approached
TAP to join the party. This, according to Scholes, created a
campaign that merges fun and optimism with a serious,
change-driven message.
“[I]t’s very important that it’s Undergraduate Student Government [emphasis on student] and it’s supposed to be run
by students and the word ‘student’ shouldn’t just encompass

people who have been included in USG year after year after year. It should also include club leaders, … active people
on campus and also people who maybe are not so active on
campus, but also want to make a change,” Scholes said.
In order to achieve its goals, TAP created a platform composed of three core ideas: transparency, advocacy and participation.
For transparency, the party wants to make sure that the
average student knows what USG is and how it operates. As
for advocacy, TAP wants to push the needs of clubs ahead of
its own, whether it is through reaching out to clubs, making
them feel more welcome in USG or distributing more money
to clubs. Lastly, participation stands for emphasizing membership in the various clubs and organizations rather than
just USG.
Since most of TAP’s members are not involved with USG,
Scholes asked them to familiarize themselves with their potential roles by reading the USG constitution and candidacy
packets, and by attending USG senate meetings.
“Right now, it’s a one-party system,” Scholes said. “It’s essentially a party meeting in that there is no real dissenting
viewpoint. … Excluding the members of our team that we
have now who are on the senate, I feel like … the structure of
it is set up so that it’s very hard for even them to voice opinions. I think what’s most important is allowing those different
ideas to come forward, for them to be debated and for the
strongest one to go forward.”

Q&A
Q: When can I vote in the Undergraduate Student Government
election?
A: Students can vote for their candidates on four days: Saturday, April 22,
and between Tuesday, April 25 and
Thursday, April 27.
Q: When do students find out who
won the election?
A: After the voting booths close, members of the Office of Student Life will take
the ballots into their office for counting.
At that point, members of each party,
individual candidates and students can

wait for OSL to count the votes behind paigning?
closed doors and announce the results A: According to OSL rules, parties and
individual candidates were able to bein the second floor lobby.
gin campaigning on Thursday, March
Q: Is it possible for members of 23, at 2:30 p.m.
both parties to win the election?
Yes. Students have the choice but are Q: How can I find out more infornot required to vote for an entire party. mation about each candidate?
This means that a president of one party A: Since candidates are now allowed to
may end up working with the party he campaign, they can be found around
or she was running against. The same campus and on social media. Students
rules apply for other members of each will also be able to attend a debate
where high-ranking candidates will
party.
face off. The debate is tentatively schedQ: When can candidates begin cam- uled to take place on April 20.
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Head organizer of Women's March offers advice

News Briefs
COMPILED BY
VICTORIA MERLINO
The Hostos Community College women’s basketball team
placed fifth in the nation at the
National Junior College Athletic Association Tournament
on March 18 and 19. The team
beat Borough of Manhattan
Community College to qualify
for the tournament on March 5,
standing as Hostos’ only regional
title in the history of the school.
“Placing 5th in the nation is a tremendous feat, especially since
we were able to capture two victories against top 10 teams on
the national stage,” said team
Athletics Director Krishna Dass.
“This lays a solid foundation for
the Caimans to build on and we
look forward to another national
run in 2018.” The team also beat
BMCC on Feb. 17 to achieve its
first CUNYAC Championship
win since 2007.
_______________________
The City College of New
York recently copyrighted the
“CUNY/CCNY Digital Lab Inspection Program,” a digital
program that aids making lab inspection easier. The idea for the
DLIP was generated by Graciano
Matos, the Laboratory Hygiene
Officer in CCNY’s Office of Environmental Health and Occupational Safety. “One practical
feature of the DLIP is that it gives
us the ability to organize data
generated from our inspections
into graphs and tables,” he said.
“We can do statistical analysis,
measure outcomes, corrective
action, observe trends, make
comparisons, gauge strengths
and weaknesses ... It is flexible enough so that we can add
features that can enhance the
inspection process.” DLIP can
also pinpoint where deficiencies most frequently occur. The
program will be available to all
CUNY colleges for free.
_______________________
Mayor Bill de Blasio chose
Frederick Schaffer, the former
general counsel and senior vice
chancellor for legal affairs for
CUNY, as the chairman of New
York City’s Campaign Finance
Board. Schaffer, who retired
from his positon within CUNY
in December, will lead the board
as it regulates the financial aspects of the quickly approaching
elections in the city. Prior to his
position within CUNY, Schaffer
also served as a chairman of the
Legal Aid Society, former Mayor
Edward Koch’s chief litigating
corporation counsel and a federal prosecutor in Manhattan.
Schaffer has not had much prior
involvement with de Blasio up
to this point, and will serve in
this unpaid position until the
end of 2018.
_______________________
The Dean of The City College
of New York’s Grove School of
Engineering Gilda A. Barabino,
is the recipient of the 2017 Pierre
Galletti Award. The award,
given by the American Institute for Medical and Biological
Engineering, recognizes the recipient’s work promoting and
increasing public awareness
of medical and biological engineering. It is the highest honor
one can receive from AIMBE,
a nonprofit organization that
represents the top 2 percent of
all medical and biological engineers in the field. Barabino is
the organization’s current president. Barabino is an AIChE Fellow of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, the highest
grade of membership one can
receive from that organization.

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Eventually, she was offered a
job within a company ranked sixth
in the New York Stock Exchange.
As she shifted her focus to project management, she completed
her MBA program in London and
wrote her thesis in Thailand. Her
career history included working at
JPMorgan Chase & Co. and Goldman Sachs Group Inc.
Siemionko first explained the
significance of networking in careers.
“Women often prevent themselves from moving forward because they do it incorrectly. Women have a lot to offer. They should
set goals and know goals. Then
they should ask themselves how do
I get here,” Siemionko said.
Siemionko also said that many
women suffer from fear and feel
like they are not adding enough
value in their careers.
“There was a study published
revealing that women are more
critical on themselves than men
and fail to recognize their achievements. Build a relationship, be
genuine and set goals. It can be
done and you are going to make it,”
she said.
Students then asked if this
mindset places their reputation
on the line and if it is superficial to
get in contact with someone just
to inquire about a job. Siemionko
replied that one should use fear to
push themselves forward because
women are so hard on themselves.
Males are blunt, happier and open.
Yet women love to put labels and
often see one another as threats.
She urged women to put themselves out there.
One student then mentioned
the wage gap, saying that there
were two perspectives on the gender inequality in the workplace:
this is a reality that should be com-
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Siemionko believes that many women are worried that they are not contributing enough throughout their careers.
bated or that women do it to themselves when they enter a maledominated career.
Siemionko explained that this
stems from an outlook that one is
not worthy of making more money.
She repeated that women must understand that they are worth more
and deserve more.
“This lack of confidence was evident in a western marketing study.
Proud, strong and dominant women were shown in advertisements
for facial cream and makeup. This
damaged a viewer’s self-esteem.
Do not forget that feeling unloved
and unworthy shows when you
come into work,” she disclosed.
Students also asked questions
on how to defy the notion that
women should be nurturing homemakers, how to excel in interviews

and how to conquer self-esteem issues.
Siemionko said to write down
goals and mentally step back to
evaluate their goals. If you know
what you want, you can establish a
coherent plan to get further.
“In sociology they found that
when young boys play, they fix the
rules if they break them and continue to play. On the other hand,
when young girls play with dolls,
they negotiate and tell each other
what toys they want. Take the center pool of resources and divide
that between the community,” she
advised.
She further said that personality outshines a resume in an interview. She recommended sticking
to goals to improve self-esteem. Do
not be afraid of taking advantage

of networking opportunities and
strive to get mentors because they
offer honest feedback.
She proceeded to highlight
how crucial time management is
and that students should structure
tasks. She disclosed that she applied this stance when organizing
the Women’s March.
As a result, she received a permit one weekend and had 2,000
people sign up for the next weekend.
Siemionko concluded the event
by saying to identify your passion
because that is your real compass.
It is fine to be passionate about
something that does not pay a lot
of money.
“You do not have a purpose.
You have many purposes,” she said.

G.L.A.S.S. instructs students on how to be better allies
BY VICTORIA MERLINO
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY EDITOR
The Gender, Love and Sexuality
Spectrum at Baruch College hosted
an “Allies Lunch” event on March
23, promoting deeper understanding and respect of the LGBT community through a panel of guest
speakers.
The event opened with a short
video, made by G.L.A.S.S., instructing straight and cisgender students
on how to be good allies to lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender people. Some of the ideas presented by
G.L.A.S.S. members in the video
encouraged students to educate
themselves on the different terms
used by the LGBT community and
to speak out if they saw an LGBT
person being harassed.
The room was then opened to
questions from the attending students, to be answered by the panel.
Students could submit questions
anonymously either by writing
them on slips of paper provided by
G.L.A.S.S. or by submitting them
via a web form specifically for the
event.
The panel was designed to include a diverse set of perspectives
from across the Baruch community, according to Gabe Roman, the
president of G.L.A.S.S.
Suggested by a freshman who
had only recently joined G.L.A.S.S.,
the event “was about bringing allies and the LGBT community closer by having an open forum where
people that are trying to [become]
allies could ask whatever questions
they wanted so that they can make
themselves better allies,” said Roman.
Cassie Woody, a Baruch student and the creative director of
G.L.A.S.S., and Kayla Maryles, assistant director of New Student
Programs and the club advisor to
G.L.A.S.S., were both on the panel,
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Allies gained a better understanding of the LGBT community by interacting with a panel of guest speakers on March 23.
as well as Baruch professors Christopher Scott and Janet Werther. Roman moderated the event.
Questions posed to the panelists covered a wide range of topics,
from “Are asexual and aromantic
people included in the LGBTQ
community?” to “How do you address people who don’t want to be
referred to by any cisgendered pronouns?”
In addition to addressing general questions about the LGBT
community, the panelists delved
into their own personal stories
with questions like: “What kind of
opposition have you faced? What
did you feel in that moment? And
how did you overcome it?” Werther
spoke about being fired from jobs

for being gay, while other panelists
talked about discrimination they
had faced from both family and
strangers.
Ways to be a good straight and
cisgender ally to the LGBT community were also discussed by the
panel. Students were encouraged
to support the LGBT community
without overshadowing the community.
“Straight allies, cis[gender] allies—feel free to out yourself every
day, in every possible way. Every
day can be your coming out day.
Please, use your voice, and let
people—not just the queer people
in your life, but also the cis/straight
people who might not be allies—
know that you are an ally every

day,” said Werther in response to
the question, “Why do some people view coming out as an ally on
National Coming Out Day as offensive?”
When asked “What would you
say are the top three skills or characteristics of an effective ally?”
Woody said: “Number one would
be listening. Number two would
be action. Number three would be
more listening.”
Good allyship, the panelists
stressed, stemmed from listening
to LGBT voices, responding to their
needs and supporting them in their
endeavors. Working together as a
community, cisgender, LGBT and
straight people can all push for
greater equality for all.
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Opinions
FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD

MTA fare hikes create difficult
conditions for CUNY students
The MTA recently implemented a new round of fare hikes on March
20 as part of its regular schedule to raise rates biennially since 2009.
While the cost of a single ride MetroCard stayed at $2.75, fares for the
weekly and monthly cards increased to $32 and $121 respectively, a
change big enough to worry anxious college students.
Deemed a commuter school, Baruch College plays host to many
students who rely on public transportation to meet their travel needs.
Students rely on the MTA to bring them to and from school and activities in which they are involved.
While some students see the slight increase as an insignificant
change, others argue that the fare hike will just give the MTA more
money to waste. With each hike, it has become more apparent that
the MTA is not well-managed and that its progress in solving the overcrowding and service issues has, unfortunately, been minimal, if at all.
For many classes, attendance is reflected as part of each student’s
final participation grade. Consistent tardiness caused by unexpected
train delays and weekend construction has forced many students to
miss valuable class time and reschedule their plans.
One suggestion to improve the subway would be to reduce the car
density during rush hours. This can be achieved by creating a system
that would determine the number of passengers in each car prior to its
arrival to the station. Many riders know the pain of waiting for a train
only to get on a full cart. Sometimes, when running to a different car, riders could miss the train, which only leads to more anger and frustration.
Although the MTA has failed to address complaints from its riders,
one thing the agency deserves to be commended for is its integration
of new technology. Earlier this year, the MTA added and made Wi-Fi
service available to all 279 of its underground subway stations.
While CUNY has done a good job of keeping tuition affordable for its
students, those who need to take out loans could face further burdens
with a rising interest rate environment. The higher fares could be more
than what some students can handle, given their financial situation.
If the MTA is going to raise fares, the least it can do is make the system more reliable and enjoyable for its riders. Fare hikes should be justified by legitimate needs for improvement projects that are more than
just the agency’s empty promise to the millions of New Yorkers who use
the transit to move around the city.

Trump's erratic behavior leads to
confusion and unfair decisions
Donald Trump is an unpredictable president. He regularly uses
Twitter as a platform to share his beliefs and tends to change his stance
on major issues on a whim.
Currently, he is creating a budget that will cut funds from various
social programs and increase military and security spending. Most notably, his proposed cuts to Social Security benefits are likely to be disastrous for poor and disabled seniors.
Trump also proposed to cut funding from the National Endowment
for the Arts and National Endowment for the Humanities. Without the
funds, U.S. arts communities will suffer considerably.
His unpredictability made a comeback when instead of cutting
NASA funding—he proposed earlier cutting the NASA budget to $19.1
billion—Trump signed a bill that would add $19.5 billion to space exploration. Specifically, the bill pushes for human exploration of Mars in
order to find out whether it can sustain life.
With so much uncertainty surrounding Trump’s budget for the next
fiscal year, the knowledge that a significant entity like NASA will receive
proper funding is reassuring.
It shows that the administration, despite some of its other decisions,
supports its scientists and astronauts. However, it also creates confusion as to what the administration prioritizes. After all, how can it support one form of advancement while gutting another?
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Putin subverts Trump administration
Russian inﬂuence on the Trump administration may impair diplomatic relations and economic progress

R

ussian President Vladimir
Putin and U.S. President
Donald Trump demonstrate
symbiotic amity, which is emblematic of the deep-seated connections between the Russian government and officials of the Trump
administration.
On Nov. 9, Putin congratulated
Trump on his stunning victory over
Hillary Clinton. While the gesture
may seem to be just a simple diplomatic move from one world leader
to another, it is far more than that.
It is symbolic of an elaborate and
comprehensive relationship, which
would only begin to reveal itself in
its true capacity over the course
of the next several months. Secret
meetings and wishful promises are
coming under public scrutiny.
The extent to which Trump and
members of his campaign implicate themselves in business and
alliances with Putin, his associates
and Russian companies is downright alarming. Russian influence
is rampant across the administration. Everyone from members of
Trump’s cabinet, including former
national security adviser Michael
Flynn and Secretary of State Rex
Tillerson, to his campaign advisers,
including Paul Manafort and Carter
Page, all have varying degrees of interest in Russian industry.
Trump’s Russian ties delegitimize him as a trustworthy president and also impact diplomatic
relations with Russia.
“Believe me!” is no longer a de-

fense for Trump’s policies when his
own, handpicked national security
adviser chose to consciously withhold information from Vice President Mike Pence regarding his interactions with and promises made
to the Russian ambassador.
It is hypocritical of citizens to
stand by Trump’s “America First”
policy when his secretary of state
has done extensive business with
oil and energy companies owned
by the Russian government.
Beyond the domestic consequences, Trump’s involvement
with Putin also has ramifications
on diplomatic relations as a whole.
Every word that Trump says about
Putin and every move that he
makes involving Russia will need to
be examined under intense scrutiny just to make sure that no ulterior
motives are guiding his actions.
One might argue that this kind
of analysis is far from necessary
and that it is an overreaction to
suddenly become paranoid of what
kinds of surreptitious agreements
might be happening behind closed
doors, but that is far from the case.
What Trump does not realize
is that his actions have critical significance on a global scale. While
Trump may be taking his developing friendship with Putin at face
value, it is almost certain that Putin
has an ulterior motive in mind.
U.S.-imposed sanctions are
dangerous for an already debilitated Russian economy and Putin
has made it evident that he wishes

to return Russia to its Cold Warera prowess through potential annexation of former East Bloc states.
Whether it be an economic gain in
the form of lifted sanctions or geopolitical gain through complicity in
the event of an invasion similar to
that of the Russian occupation of
Crimea, Putin has expressed support for Trump even before Election Day for a reason.
Even though the president may
not realize it, Putin has taken note
of the fact that Trump is unlike any
other president. He is more than
willing to break long-established
foreign policy precedent to prove
that he is putting “America first.” In
doing so, Putin hopes to capitalize
on the idea that Trump will look
the other way if Russia makes an
audacious maneuver in the Baltic
region, based on the notion that intervening in such an international
incident would needlessly put U.S.
assets at risk.
Never before have U.S. citizens
been required to question their
president and his administration’s
motives and allegiances. The very
fact that such close inspection is
necessary is ridiculous and embarrassing for a country that prides
itself on its nationalism and democratic values. The world should be
afraid of the consequences that
may arise out of the Trump-Russia
connection.
-Inzamam Chowdhury
International Business '20
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ublic Advocate Letitia James
has called for an investigation into the Renewal
Schools Program after many claims
have been made that the money is
only being wasted and struggling
schools are not improving.
The program was introduced by
Mayor Bill de Blasio in 2014 to help
struggling schools through several
interventions. Almost four years
have passed and many claim there
have been few improvements.
The program intended to create
community schools, extend school
time, supply resources and support
for effective school leadership and
create a system of goals and consequences for schools that do not
meet such goals.
The renewal schools have proven to have very little success in
meeting their initial goals, with nine
schools already closed. It was also
reported that the renewal schools’
enrollment has fallen nearly 25
percent, 12 percent of high school
graduates were college-ready and

only three of the renewal schools
met their goals.
There has also been a lot of criticism about the program’s spending, which has already set out to
spend $2.1 million on leadership
coaches and $77 million for twoyear contracts with 35 nonprofits. It
was also reported that schools are
hiring unlicensed people as well as
teachers with bad records.
De Blasio hoped to help these
schools. However, after more
than two years since the program
started, he has been ignoring solid
proof of the program’s success and
has decided to continue spending
tax money on it. The mayor has
not taken an aggressive approach
to accomplish what the program
intended.
The problems that these schools
are facing is a result of social segregation. While a diverse classroom
can be very beneficial for a student’s social and academic development, it is ultimately the quality
of education and discipline a stu-

dent has that determines his or her
success in school.
Many neighborhoods in New
York City tend to be very racially
and ethnically homogenous and
that is reflected in the schools. For
convenience, many parents prefer
to enroll their children in a school
near their homes and many cannot
afford to travel a long distance to
a school that will have students of
different backgrounds.
While this is a factor that has a
great influence on the lack of diversity in classrooms throughout
schools in New York, it is pivotal
that diversity is taught in school as
part of the curriculum.
Social segregation is an immense problem in New York and
in the United States as a whole.
A program where children can
take advantage of this diverse city
should be implemented in the
education system.
-Yesenia Barrios
English'18
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Students need to push
legislators for funding
THE USG REPORT

DANIEL DORNBAUM

A

s we come down to the final days before the state
legislature passes its budget, CUNY is once again a topic
of much debate. The state budget
continues to leave out key parts of
the student agenda and before it is
passed, it is essential that our concerns be addressed.
Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s Excelsior Program continues to have
flaws that must be fixed. Tuition
hikes are being proposed and
put forth by the State Assembly.
Meanwhile, funding for key programs that CUNY students have
relied on is nowhere to be found in
the budget.
Members of the Undergraduate Student Government at both
Baruch College and within the
CUNY system have rallied at
City Hall, marched the Brooklyn
Bridge and lobbied on the floor of
the state legislatures.
However, in order for our campaign to succeed, students, en
masse, must start to participate.
Students must take it upon themselves to play a more active roll
in our advocacy efforts. There is
nothing more crucial than student
participation right now.
Over the next week, USG will
be hosting phone-banking sessions for students to reach out to

their local officials and continue to
advocate for a fully funded CUNY.
With your help, we will continue to
pressure the legislators and make
sure our needs are met. If we fail
to act now, policies like the tuition
increase will stifle student input
for years to come.
The Excelsior Program, implemented in the way Cuomo outlined, will not benefit a majority
of CUNY students as it only assists
those who take 15 credits or more.
Once implemented, it becomes
very difficult to change the regulations and parameters so we must
act now to include our students.
The proposed tuition hike by the
New York State Assembly is not
just a one-year plan. It will lock us
in for yearly $200 increases until
the fiscal year 2022. We must convince them to alter their proposals.
At the local level, the idea of
shifting nearly $50 million dollars
from the state budget to the city for
senior colleges has floated by our
university, but was not included
in Mayor Bill de Blasio’s preliminary budget announcement. If
this continues to be left out of both
budget proposals, Baruch will receive massive cuts, as we are one
of CUNY’s senior institutions.
As students, it is our responsibility to stand up and fight back
against the short-term cuts and
long-term policies that harm us.
We must continue to be our own
champions and battle until a
budget that benefits all students
is passed.
Daniel Dornbaum is the president
of USG. He can be reached at daniel.dornbaum@usgbaruch.com.
His office is located at 3-272 in the
Newman Vertical Campus.

White House needs more direction
THE POLITICKER

REUVEN GLEZER

O

f all the unusual moves that
President Donald Trump’s
administration has had
the audacity to make, perhaps the
most unusual was Trump’s 6 a.m.
tweet claiming that former President Barack Obama had wiretapped Trump’s home.
It was a ludicrous enough suggestion that former CIA Chief Leon
Panetta felt the need on March 20
to demand that Trump apologize
to Obama over the unsubstantiated accusations. However, soon
after the FBI announced that there
was no evidence to suggest any
kind of wiretapping, officials also
stated that public hearings would
be held to determine whether Russia interfered in the U.S. presidential election.
The announcement incited demands from democrats that the
investigation be as nonbiased as
possible to determine the full extent of Russian interference.
It was also around this time that
the final points on Trump’s new
budget plan were being proposed,
a plan that received the ire of his
own party as well as the Democrat minority in Congress for the
draconian measures it suggested
undertaking in order to “balance”
the budget. To Trump, this means
drastically increasing already-inflated military and intelligence
budgets and slashing just about
everything else.

Precedent exists for Bharara's removal
Trump's decision to dismiss Bharara is a practical presidential move that should not be under scrutiny

T

his past week, a man unofficially known as “The Sherriff of Wall Street,” Preet
Bharara, was removed from his
position as a federal prosecutor.
There has been significant outcry
in response to this, as liberals have
started to refer to his firing as yet
another power grab by the newly
elected “authoritarian regime” in
Washington.
Democratic politicians and leftleaning sects of media lead people
to believe that President Donald
Trump’s administration is so outwardly corrupt that it is willing to
conspicuously hurt democracy by
dismissing Bharara. He is regarded
as a noble and selfless prosecutor who has gone after unscrupulous politicians and put a stop
to the rampant corruption that
has plagued Wall Street since its
inception.
It is a travesty that the Trump
administration would continue
on its precedent-breaking path by
outrageously going after such an
honest public servant.
In reality, this is one of the few
areas in which the Trump administration has not deviated from
the norm. It is a common occurrence for incoming presidents
to ask for the resignation of federal prosecutors, especially if he
or she is aligned with a different
political party.
This practice has also been followed by democrats, though for
the sake of demonizing Trump,
they would prefer one to think otherwise. Indeed, President Barack
Obama asked for the resignation of
President George Bush’s appointees. Before him, President Bill
Clinton did the same.
Whether one agrees or disagrees with the policies advocated
for by Trump and his staff, it makes

sense that he would want the prosecutors working for him to hold
similar beliefs and be willing to
prosecute and carry out the laws
enacted and prioritized by the new
administration.
The country saw a prime example of this in the case of former Deputy Attorney General
Sally Yates, who refused to protect
Trump’s immigration directive.
Her political ideologies prevented
her from performing her duties
so she was subsequently removed
from her position.
The same logic applies to Bharara, a holdover from the previous
administration, who held conflicting beliefs and interests to the current administration. While Bharara portrays himself as a martyr, he
is far from innocent. He was only
fired because, unlike many of his
colleagues, he refused to resign.
While his stand against a widely
despised administration appears
noble, it is in fact a blatant political ploy. Federal prosecutors like
Bharara are political appointees
and, in their own right, politicians.
By refusing to step down, he will
undoubtedly appeal to many liberals in New York City. Many speculate that his plans include a run
for governor of New York State or
mayor of New York City.
Nothing reveals his political
motivations more than his staged
departure, which was characterized by cameras along with applauding crowds and his tweet referencing the Moreland Commission. In his tweet, he not-so-subtly
implied that he was fired because
of who he was investigating.
A common criticism of this decision is the timing of the firing in
relation to Bharara’s investigation
into the Trump administration.
Before news broke of Bharara’s

removal, he had been directly
involved with investigations surrounding the Secretary of Health
and Human Services Tom Price.
The cabinet official was being probed for allegedly trading
health-related stocks. Given that
Trump had indicated the federal prosecutor would remain
in his position, it can be argued
that Bharara was removed to prevent future “attacks” to Trump’s
White House.
If a government official uses his
or her power to evade a fair and
warranted investigation or punishment, then that person should certainly face consequences.
Fortunately, The Office of the
U.S. Attorneys functions in such a
way that Trump’s actions should
have no effect on the Price investigation. Current investigations
will continue, meaning the cabinet
member will still be probed and
brought to justice if anything of
substance is found.
Trump and Attorney General
Jeff Sessions may be planning a
change in direction for federal
prosecutors. It is very possible,
based on what many have already
seen from the administration, that
white-collar crime may lose its
place as the top priority for prosecutors in New York.
While it can be argued that
Trump is doing this to prevent
further investigation into his own
business dealings, it cannot be
substantiated yet. If Trump is attempting to cover up illicit behavior, then he should be punished.
However, spreading misinformation for political gain about the
reasons behind Bharara’s firing
is reckless.
-Michael Giusetti
Marketing Analytics '18

With this in mind, it is likely that
this nonsense regarding potential
wiretapping was an orchestrated public relations smokescreen
created to divert attention from
the more malignant aspects of his
administration.
Whether it is in regard to the
legitimacy of his administration or
the implementation of one of the
most reactionary and damaging
budget plans in U.S. history, there
has become a need to fuel the media blitz of outlandish and ridiculous news to divert attention away
from his more dangerous agendas.
Trump knows what it means to put
the camera’s eye on something
else. Indeed, his entire campaign
strategy was built on misdirection
and outlandishness.
It should be no surprise, then,
that his administration follows
suit in tactics befitting someone
more in line with the ethically
dodgy days of Nixon rather than
the iconoclastic beacon forward
Trump promised to be during
his campaign.
However, rather than impose
a stream of patriotic propaganda encouraging a foreign war, the
new tactic is to make people forget the hypothetical foreign war is
even happening. Distraction has
become the new means of propaganda, a diversion instead of a
grayed-out lie. The influx of information that the administration
has the power to release is a glut
of contradictory yet overwhelming
news that cleverly hides anything
potentially important or damaging. This should be expected in
the years to come if Trump is not
reigned in to any extent, which, by
all appearances, will not happen
anytime soon.
For all the jokes about Trump
being a child in a president’s body,
he is far from that. He is incompetent but self-serving to a point

where anything that he achieves,
no matter how outrageous, is fair
game. His use of distraction via
Twitter has become the strongest
political weapon he could yield.
With less than 140 characters, he
can set the internet ablaze in order
to mask actual fires. The simplicity
of his language and almost gonzo
rhetoric that makes every word
pop are the tools of a demagogue
with a flair for media manipulation. The greatest thing that the
Republican Party ever allowed its
new figurehead was the privilege
to keep the account he now uses
to alternatively discuss policy and
make people shout and shake.
Under normal circumstances,
such frighteningly manipulative
behavior and evidence of collusion
with a foreign power for personal
ends would lead to preliminary
discussions of an impeachment,
especially of a man as deserving
as Trump.
The Senate has proceeded with
a business-as-usual attitude despite being in the middle of such a
monumental scandal. The FBI was
convinced that its members needed to investigate an accusation that
had no basis in a reality outside of
Trump’s mind.
Now, as investigations regarding the realities of Trump’s own
administration begin to take on
some level of serious discussion,
it is time to turn off the social media feeds and try to stick to the one
thing that matters right now: that
the president’s office is being manipulated by a man and a group of
his cronies for their personal enrichment and must be saved, without hesitation, from itself.
Reuven Glezer is a sophomore
studying Literary Form and Writing. He is a frequent contributor to
The Ticker and an editor for Refract
Magazine.

Verizon demonstrates
lack of care for clients

A

little over eight years ago,
Verizon Wireless promised
to offer FiOS service to every household within the five boroughs, yet almost 1 million homes
are still unable to get the service.
After years of carrying the
weight of this broken promise,
New York City’s annoyance has
reached its peak. The city filed
a lawsuit against Verizon for its
failure to live up to everything it
promised people.
It is compelling to ask why
citizens did not go after Verizon
right away. Citizens let the problem persist and continued to stew
over it rather than take action . A
lawsuit would have been a waste
of time and the pursuit of a settlement seems to be too tame of a
response.
There are more damaging ways
the city could have taken a stand
against Verizon, a company that
already receives constant negative
backlash but still manages to come
out on top.
In the summer of 2016, nearly
40,000 Verizon workers went on
strike from April 13 to May 30.
Instead of being open to a quick
compromise and getting its workers back, Verizon held out on
them. This hurt workers’ families
who relied on paychecks and insurance benefits from Verizon
to survive.
Verizon offered financial incentives to persuade workers
to cross union lines, spent large
amounts of money to temporarily
transfer workers from other states
and paid unexperienced workers
hired through phone interviews
to replace workers who practiced
skilled labor.
If the company does not even
care about its own employees, why
would it care about its customers?

The answer is simple—a lawsuit
is just a flimsy piece of paper to a
huge corporation like Verizon. Verizon has simply gotten too big for
its britches.
It has become a stoic corporation that is unfeeling toward the
plight of its various constituents,
everyday civilians, managers—
who are put in the middle—and
union workers. All that matters to
Verizon is profit.
In order to get Verizon’s attention and persuade it to keep
its promises, more competition
should be instilled. Before Verizon
came along with cable, Spectrum,
formerly known as Time Warner
Cable, was rolling in money as the
only cable provider in most areas.
When the two started competing,
however, prices went down and
customer service improved as they
tried to lure in consumers.
Competition benefits the consumer as well as the corporation.
It keeps them honest, innovative
and, most importantly, human.
Perhaps the most damning
thing the people of New York City
in particular can do is the same
thing the Verizon strikers have
done for years: protest.
The 2016 strike raised awareness about Verizon’s nefarious
practices and generated so much
negative publicity toward the
company.
While Verizon has not faced
truly irreparable financial backlash, its brand value has gone
down as people turn to companies like Sprint and AT&T. Verizon’s bullying will be its downfall
because the hardest thing to rise
from is a bad reputation. Verizon’s
name is in the mud.
-Jessica Kraker
English '18
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Obamacare diminishes competition Lack of funding for NIH
The American Health Care Act will give people options to choose from when it comes to coverage plans
encroaches on progress

S

imple facts and numbers
can be manipulated to say
almost anything someone
wants them to say. News outlets
tend to take full advantage of this
when covering anything controversial. Most recently, this can be
seen in the news coverage of the
American Healthcare Act. The
new healthcare act is intended to
follow through on the Republican
campaign promise to “repeal and
replace "Obamacare.”
News outlets report, “Republicans are disagreeing with the
new healthcare bill,” as a means of
pointing out that Trump is so bad
that even his own party is disagreeing with him. The problem with
this is that they will not tell you
why those Republicans are in disagreement.
The media gives awful-sounding statistics like the fact that
24 million people will lose their
health insurance under the American Healthcare Act. They do not,
however, divulge that those people
will not really be losing anything.
They will be choosing not to purchase something that they never
wanted in the first place.
This truth is not something
most liberals want to hear. The
American Healthcare Act has the
potential to repair the broken
economy that the Affordable Care
Act created.
So-called Obamacare created a
government mandate forcing U.S.
citizens to purchase health insurance. Under this mandate, when
tax season rolls around, uninsured
individuals would be hit with a
large fine. This mandate also allowed large insurance corporations to drive up their prices because families had no choice but to
buy them.
Not only were prices inflated

due to a lack of choice, but competition in the market was slashed. In
many counties across the United
States, there was only one health
insurance option. Because of the
government mandate to purchase
insurance, people had no choice
but to comply with the increasing
prices of that one insurer.
Under Obamacare, insurers
also could not offer smaller health
insurance plans. They could only
supply high-priced premium coverage. These expansive plans cover
many ailments that people do not
have but are forced to cover.
The American Healthcare
Act eliminates this government
mandate. The 24 million people
mentioned earlier will not lose
anything. Rather, they will choose
what they want, a concept that
is arguably the heart and soul of
modern capitalism.
Eliminating this mandate also
allows people to purchase a cheaper plan if they choose to. There will
no longer be a need to purchase a
premium plan that covers something someone does not want.
This will allow for more competition in the market in the longrun. As time goes on, an increase
in market competition will drive
the high price of health insurance
downward. As this happens, some
of the people who will initially opt
out of buying health insurance
when the act first takes effect will
choose to buy when the prices go
down.
Some Republicans disagree
with this act, but not because of
the mandates that eliminate much
of government intervention in the
healthcare market. These conservatives are not in favor of the act
because they feel it still allows for
too much government intervention.

TAP vote in USG Senate
meeting needs scrutiny
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The proposal would extend
access to the Tuition Assistance
Program to undocumented immigrants who arrived in the United
States before age 16 and have a degree that is at least equivalent to a
high school diploma.
Secondly, it laid the groundwork for an increase in TAP
awards. This was supposed to be
achieved by raising the household
income threshold from $80,000
to $125,000 and increase the
maximum TAP funding award for
full-time students from $5,165 to
$6,500 within two years. The provision would also set the minimum
TAP award at $1,000, change the
Students with Disabilities TAP extension to two years and reinstate
TAP access for graduate programs.
The proposal also sought to
create a zero-interest, $50 million
loan fund for academically qualified college students.
The representative assured us
that the proposal would not raise
taxes, instead reallocating funds
to a special program. However, as
long as the concept of scarcity exists, New York state will be working
with a finite budget. The only way
to increase that budget is through
taxes, this program will be funded
through a surplus or shifts in current TAP funding. Either way, that
money will run out.
The concern is that when money does run out and the program
continues, the state will have to
raise taxes or worse, borrow—
something that the state was planning to do this fiscal year until they
“discovered” a surplus.
However, several senate questions over this proposal’s numbers could not be answered: How
much money will be spent over

time? How many people will benefit from this proposal? Will the
program cause taxes or tuition to
increase? None of these questions
were answered.
The lack of numbers and data
resulted in four members refusing
to vote for this proposal, which is
how the vote came to 11-2-2 in a
senate of 15 representatives. We
need to make sure these votes do
not entangle us in more problems
in the future.
Unfortunately, the debate and
subsequent vote on the proposal
were scheduled for 7:30 p.m. because the representative from
CORE was not able to make it earlier. Ordinarily, senate meetings
begin at 5:30 p.m. every Tuesday,
but because we did not have much
to discuss at the Senate meeting,
we ended before 7:30 p.m. We
voted ourselves into an executive
session from 6:21 p.m. to 7:26 p.m.
An executive session is a confidential meeting between the USG
senate and executive board, although outside guests have the opportunity to be voted in if they are
relevant to the discussion at hand.
When the public was allowed back
in so we could interview the CORE
representative, only two of our
constituents were sitting in the audience.
I do not blame anyone for leaving before the scheduled meeting
resumed because it is purely how
the timing worked out, but I find it
unfortunate that most of the public was not able to offer their opinion to us. I implore undergraduate
students to reach out to USG and
get involved in any way possible.
Andrew Windsor is a USG Representative Senator. His opinion does
not necessarily reflect the opinion
of USG.

In the American Healthcare
Act, there is a provision that states
that if someone is working and his
or her job does not offer healthcare
options, that person is entitled to
a federal tax break to pay for insurance. The amount of this tax
break will depend on many things
including age, family size and income level.
This is similar to the provision in Obamacare that granted
individuals access to the healthcare marketplace, but there are
major differences. Obamacare
only granted one plan that covered emergency care and general
checkups were not covered. With
the government stipend allotted in
the American Healthcare Act, individuals will be able to shop around
for coverage that fits them instead
of being prescribed a one size fits
all insurance plan.
The biggest difference is that,
in order to be eligible for a stipend, one must be able to show
income. In other words, they must
show that they are working on the
books and are paying taxes on that
money.
The United States is a country
built on capitalism. The economy is
dependent on market competition
and embraces consumer choice.
For too long, the Affordable Care
Act reduced that competition and
limited those choices. It is time for
buyers to take back the choice to
say “no” to that which they do not
want to buy.
The American Health Care Act
may not be a perfect solution and it
is not an economical cure-all, but
it is a start. It is a chance for consumers to take back what is theirs:
the choice not to consume.
-Deanna Pisacreta
Economics '20

S

tem cells have tremendous
latent qualities that can prove
useful in times of emergency
medical need, such as repair or
replacement of tissue damaged by
aging, disease or injury.
In a way, stem cell research is
a scientific territory offering cures
for AIDS, Alzheimer’s, cancer, diabetes, crippling arthritis, Crohn’s
disease, hearing impairment,
heart infraction, Lou Gehrig’s disease, male infertility, Parkinson’s,
stroke and vision loss, among other infirmities. Stem cell research
can offer cures to these possibly
fatal diseases.
It was in 1968 that the first successful transplant of bone marrow
was completed, curing a severe
immunodeficiency disorder. After that, researchers made broad
progress in identifying stem cells
in human umbilical cords. In 1997,
scientists successfully cloned
Dolly the sheep using stem cell
research. Soon after, scientists developed the potential to cure leukemia through stem cells.
Upon the heels of these advances, scientists found that by
manipulating stem cells in mice
and in humans, they could produce brain, liver or nerve cells.
In other words, the future of stem
cells looks bright and open to more
discoveries with cures to debilitating and fatal illnesses a possibility.
However, nothing in science
or life is straightforward. Stem cell
research has been from the beginning beset by controversy and
heated debate.
Cloning ignited the culture
wars. It created the anti-abortion
movement and marshaled the
churches with renewed energy to
oppose stem cell research. Some
religious officials also started to re-

strict, if not eliminate, government
financing that would transgress
the vaguely defined moral law.
In 2016, the National Institute
of Health estimated that the federal government collectively spent
$1.5 billion in 2015 on initiatives
involving stem cell research—
fields ranging from cell biology
to electrical engineering. Of this
amount, $646 million was devoted
non-embryonic, non-human stem
cell investigation, government research says.
So far, no pharmaceutical companies have developed products,
albeit some patents are being filed.
The private sector has ventured
into stem cells with some unfortunate results.
The "New England Journal of
Medicine" reported that a loosely
regulated clinic in Florida injected
stem cell solutions into the eyes of
two senior females. The treatment
blinded one and nearly reduced
the other to complete blindness.
Although the federal government keeps the NIH honest, this
cannot be said of state authorities
or the probity of private industry.
Lest anyone forget, the appeal of
a guaranteed cure encourages a
cottage industry of bogus science
advertising miracles.
As for the future, the Trump administration’s draconian budget
plans, with a tinge of fundamentalism, will slash NIH funding for
any research, giving primacy to
military, defense and homeland
security. Although the retreat into
obscurantism will rejoice the moral majority, the reins on science
have put the needs of humankind
in the backseat.
-Robert Cambria
Journalism
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TAMID at Baruch tops Ivy Leagues in stock pitch competition
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
“Competitions like these, they
really keep you on your toes,” said
Agrawal, who was assigned as the
group’s leader. “Everything that
you read in the news is not material for the stock so, we had to
choose the sources, weigh them
against what the market is expecting and see how it was relevant. It’s
very good practice for us while we
are in school to get a taste of the
real world.”
The pitches went through two
rounds. The first round was on campus, where groups of three to four
members competed against one
another to advance to the national
round. The top team was then selected to submit its stock pitch outline to the national TAMID Group,
in which fellow chapter members
reviewed and selected the winners. Among the schools that entered the competition were Columbia, Harvard, Maryland, New
York University and University of
California, Berkeley.
“Since Baruch is not considered
a target school for the big financial firms, I believe that competitions like this are significant,” said
Agrawal. “Despite being a smaller
school with disproportionately
lower resources, we have been
able to win against target schools
with big alumni networks in these
industries. I believe that it is good
that Baruch has a lot of hidden talent that is coming out.”
After initially searching for companies in the oil and gas sector, the
team decided that it was best to
avoid the space due to the low and
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Freshmen students Rao, Agrawal and Yatcha, pictured left to right, won the national TAMID stock pitch competition.
volatile oil prices in the market. The
group then looked at a few refineries, which are typically not affected
by crude prices. However, with local demand for refined products tapering off, the group found that the
risk-to-reward ratio was not good
enough to pursue.
The team also looked into commodities such as gold and copper,
which have added favorable gains
since the beginning of the year.
When asked about the decision
to pitch Freeport-McMoRan, the
team said that the company, which
is one of the largest copper producers in the world, is expected to ben-

efit tremendously from rising construction and infrastructure projects. Copper is used for a variety
of building elements such as roofs,
gutters and wall cladding. The market is expected to receive a further
boost from increasing demand for
consumer electronics.
A recent complication with the
Indonesian government about its
Grasberg mine, the third largest
copper mine in the world, pushed
the company’s share price lower in
February as production halted for
nearly a month. The sudden stoppage resulted in a supply shock
in the markets, sending copper

prices higher.
“In the short term, for [commodities], they are pretty volatile …
but we are not looking in the short
term—not two months, not three
months—our focus is more like 1-2
years because once the fiscal measures come into effect of the new
administration’s infrastructure policy, [Freeport-McMoRan] will see a
lot of demand,” said Agrawal.
Freeport-McMoRan announced
that it had resumed producing
copper at Grasberg on March 21
and that negotiations between
the two parties were still ongoing.
The team believes that improving

economic conditions and upturns
in emerging markets like Brazil’s
are signs that copper will be more
valuable over the next couple of
years. Aside from looking at macroeconomic factors, the team also
analyzed
Freeport-McMoRan’s
balance sheets and also conducted valuation testing to arrive at its
target price.
“We created a DCF model, and
ran a few simulations under certain
conditions, like what would happen if their cost of capital goes up
or down and what if their growth
rates fluctuate. We took conservative estimates and then we made
a DCF valuation model,” said
Agrawal.
TAMID is an organization at
Baruch for students who want to
contribute to the Israeli business,
tech, economic and entrepreneurial scenes. Through the club,
members gain real-world investing experience and work on projects deeply rooted in the economic
development of Israel. Currently,
the organization has over 1,500
members and 35 chapters in the
United States.
“I like the environment because
everyone wants to learn. They give
it their all for these case competitions and participate really well,”
said Agrawal. “It’s a small club, but
it’s one of my favorite on campus.”
In the future, Agrawal wants
to start his own fund, where he
can provide low-cost options for
investors. In the meantime, he is
exploring different career paths in
finance, including those in hedge
funds, investment banking and private equity.

Baruch College’s MFE team shines at Toronto’s 14th annual RITC
BY MARIA MARKOWICZ
MANAGING EDITOR

Getting into Baruch College’s
Rotman International Trading
Competition team is as grueling as
one might expect. The stakes are
especially high because Baruch’s
team has had an unprecedented
two-year winning streak.
According to Jarrod Pickens, a
professor in the mathematics department who trained Baruch’s
RITC team, the process for joining
the team looks different for Master
of Financial Engineering and undergraduate students. The training
for MFE students begins in August,
when they run through their first
simulations. If they have a knack
for them, Pickens spends the next
two months running the students
through more scenarios. After the
two-month period ends, the number of students who are both interested in the competition and are
qualified to participate drops from
40 to roughly 15.
Undergraduate students can
enter the competition by joining
Traders at Baruch. Pickens opens
simulation cases to members of
the club, who are later given the
opportunity to trade against MFE
students. For this year’s competition, the final lineup was picked
by Pickens in October 2016 so as
to give the team members enough
time to apply for visas and take care
of other travel-related paperwork.
The team consisted of four MFE
students and two undergraduates.
“[T]he level of competition is
much higher in the Rotman competition because teams do spend a
lot of time preparing for this,” Pickens said. “Some programs prepare
for this year-round, so the competition is quite fierce.”
The RITC website explains that
the three-day annual “simulated
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Baruch College’s RITC team consisted of four MFE students and two undergraduate students. The team was coached by Pickens.
market challenge” takes place at
the University of Toronto, Canada. Last year, the RITC hosted
52 teams from 52 universities located in Africa, Asia, Europe and
North America.
Each team consists of four to six
members who are either graduate
or undergraduate students. There
are six simulations in total and
there is no requirement as to how
many simulations each team member has to work on.
“Teams are invited to participate in various activities including
electronic and outcry trading cases,
seminars with industry practitioners, and social events with their
fellow competitors from around the

world,” the RITC website states.
Pickens stated that the number
of members in each team and the
number of simulations that make
up the competition make the RITC
more difficult than other trading
competitions. For example, the
Midwest Trading Competition held
at the University of Chicago consists of two simulations that are approached by teams of four.
Two and a half to three weeks
before the event, the RITC releases
its case files to all of the teams that
are registered for the competition.
During the short time period between the release of the files and
the competition itself, teams are
able to get together and go through

some of the mathematical models
that they may need for the competition. Online practice servers are
also opened to give teams room to
gauge the level of competition that
they can expect.
Pickens explained that this year,
the competition began with a social
event on Thursday night where the
teams could meet and interact with
one another.
The actual competition ran from
8 a.m. or 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on both
Friday and Saturday, with three
simulations completed each day.
By Saturday night, the RITC organized an award ceremony to announce the winners.
Gordon Yin is an MFE student

and a member of this year’s RITC
team. In an email interview, he
shared some of his experiences
from the competition.
He explained that in this year’s
competition, the teams used a
computer for five of the simulations, which included algorithmic
trading, commodities, credit risk,
exchange-traded funds and volatility. In the quantitative outcry case,
teams traded face-to-face with
teams from other universities.
“I participated in 5 cases in two
days (three in the first day and two
in the second) so I needed to make
sure I had enough rest between
cases (and food). After each case,
I would tell myself to forget about
what I just did and focus on the
next case, and I always made sure
that I had enough communication
with my teammates,” Yin wrote.
For the Baruch team, Yin explained, it was Pickens who decided whose skills would work best in
which scenario.
“Ultimately, I decide who’s going to go what of it,” Pickens said.
“It’s sort of clear because there’s
different styles of trading based on
how much liquidity is in the market
and how certain the students are of
their strategy.”
While the RITC attracts a lot of
competition, none of the teams
know their rank until the award
ceremony on the third day of the
competition. Thus, the only indication of the team’s success during
the competition is each member’s
confidence in his or her own skills.
“In addition to those trading techniques I learned from the
competition … the most important
thing I took out of it is how you
make an executive strategy,” Yin
wrote. “I did not capture maximum
profits during the competition but
I never made mistakes, and I think
that is why we won.”
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G-20 leaders hit impasse over trade
BY YELENA DZHANOVA
OPINIONS EDITOR

Chief financial leaders from 20
major economies came together
for the G-20 meeting on March 19
in Baden-Baden, Germany. The
leaders of the major economic
powers struggled to come to a
consensus over the weekend-long
congregation.
Despite
finding
common
ground on foreign exchange, the
Group of 20 failed to advance further talks on global trade. Ordinarily, during G-20 gatherings, leaders
uphold the notion of free trade and
reject protectionist policies. In addition, the officials retracted their
stance on protectionism and vow
to resist all forms of it.
The G-20 summit, originally
established in 1999, consists of
financial world leaders in 20 major countries coming together
to discuss and create economic
policy to achieve international financial stability. According to G20.
org, “The G20 countries account
for more than four-fifths of gross
world product and three-quarters
of global trade, and are home to
almost two-thirds of the world’s
population.”
While several countries participate in and comprise the G-20,
it also contains a multitude of international organizations such as
the International Monetary Fund,
the United Nations and the World
Bank. Traditionally, meetings often circulate around the theme of
global economic growth and international trade. A couple of the
major goals are to boost worldwide
trade and diminish international
unemployment rates.
At the most recent meeting,
U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin said that while President
Donald Trump has expressed dismay at engaging in certain vessels

of international trade, these conflicts must be re-examined for the
sake of U.S. employees.
The United States and Europe
reached an impasse when the topic of trade fluidity and regulation
rose. Under the current administration, the United States backed
Trump’s ideals and advocated on
behalf of free and fair international
trade, with caveats such as open
interpretation of the word “free”
in place.
Meanwhile, Europe argued
against this notion, citing its
vagueness as well as declaring its
preference to abide by an international set of rules set by the World
Trade Organization. Therefore,
any ruling on trans-Atlantic trade
between the United States and the
European Union has stalled.
As of press time, officials anticipate leaving out the topic of trade
in the communique in order to
prevent conflict from arising. Many
countries argued against leaving
out trade and cited it as a relevant
and vital point of discussion, since
global GDP output depends heavily on international trade.
At the last G-20 summit in July
2016, officials pushed countries to
honor their financial pledges made
during the Paris Agreement under
former President Barack Obama’s
second term. This year, however,
officials at the summit placed less
stress on financially backing the
worldwide fight against global

warming and climate change. Due
in part to Trump’s criticism of the
validity of global warming, several
countries have voted to postpone
discussion of this issue until the
next meeting.
“Although the G-20’s commitments aren’t binding, the promises made member countries
lend the group power through
diplomatic peer pressure. Past
U.S. administrations believe, for
example, the G-20 was effective
in prodding China to appreciate
its exchange rate and nudging the
European Union to build a better
financial firewall against sovereign-debt risks,” “The Wall Street
Journal” writes.
Despite the array of disagreement, the G-20 countries have
pledged to dismantle “cyber attacks on the global banking system,” according to an article published on “Reuters”. A few days
before the summit, the United
States accused two Russian intelligence agents of hacking and stealing information from 500 million
Yahoo accounts. Cyber-attacks
also became a point of concern
after an unanticipated breach at
the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York evolved into a major heist
on the Bangladesh central bank’s
account.
G-20 countries addressed this
topic fervently, citing a need to expose and patch up the flaws in the
banking industry.

Despite ﬁnding common ground on foreign
exchange, the Group of 20 failed to advance further
talks on global trade. Ordinarily, during G-20
gatherings, leaders uphold the notion of free trade
and reject protectionist policies.

Mayer distributes $23 million severance
BY COLLIN CHIPETINE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

According to the Harvard Business Review’s report of the top 10
best performing CEOs, it is not the
year-to-year financials of the company that are most important, but
rather the lifetime performance of
the CEO.
While this mentality may not
be the most common among
businesses, it is one that defines
the choices Yahoo CEO Marissa
Mayer has made in recent weeks.
Being criticized for the last few
years over her inability to maintain a steady stock price, Mayer
has been anything but concerned
with price over the last couple of
weeks. Instead, the only concern
with money for Mayer was how to
equally distribute it back into her
company following all of the grief
Yahoo experienced after reports
of a security breach between 2013
and 2014 surfaced late last year.
Between 2013 and 2014, Russian hackers Dmitry Dokuchaev
and Igor Sushchin gained access to
millions of subscribers’ information affiliated with Google, Yahoo
and several other webmail providers. This information, while not
entirely pivotal pieces of people’s
lives, included a launched search
for information as confidential
as credit card numbers and login
passwords to coveted e-commerce
companies and websites.
While consumers were impacted for a short time before the
Department of Justice’s intervention occurred, such hacks had an
impact on Yahoo’s financial status.
Before the hacks became public,
Yahoo had accepted a deal to be
bought by Verizon, which was cut
after the breaches in security were
disclosed. This huge loss would not
only cut employee benefits, but
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After ﬁve years as CEO, Mayer is expected to leave Yahoo after the Verizon deal closes.
potentially shift the stock further
downhill from its already declining
presence in the market. However,
Mayer had a different idea in mind.
Even following the loss of $350
million, Mayer would stand to
make what can only be referred to
as a golden parachute compensation of $23 million. The payout
would be an amalgamation of a
$3 million cash lump sum, equities and benefits. However, despite
popular dismay, this $23 million
will not go directly into Mayer’s
pockets, but rather into the company she finds “so important to see
in its next chapter.”
Previously, Mayer revealed that
not only would her annual bonus
go to the Yahoo employees, but
also her entire equity stock grant
would be added as a gesture of
good will for enduring the two security breaches.
Another important factor in
Mayer’s leadership is her cooperation with the DOJ. Often at odds

with the law on various infringements and copyright laws, Silicon
Valley has become pivotal in the
DOJ’s mission “to make cybersecurity a top priority, whilst protecting private communications from
cybercriminals under the rule of
law.”
Acting Assistant Attorney General Mary McCord said that Mayer
and the other Yahoo officials “have
tirelessly cooperate[d] with this
investigation.” Mayer responded
with “deep gratitude to the DOJ for
bringing charges against those responsible.”
While all of these statements
and facts may seem simply qualitative, it is the way in which the
individual governs his or her company that should be taken into account, not solely the numbers. Regardless of the popular opinion of
Mayer’s results over the preceding
years, there is no denial of the fact
that she has put all of what Yahoo
lost back into her company.
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Letter from the editor

WITHIN THIS SUPPLEMENT
Planned Parenthood ﬁghts
back against Trump

I will not patronize you—sexual health and education is an important
topic, especially for college students. Yet, so often it is a topic that is not
given its due respect. Embarrassment, fear and misapprehensions often
cloud the information available on sex, and even advice from trusted
friends and family can be rife with misconceptions and myths.
This supplement is designed to give an extremely general view of sexual health and education, drawing from a wide range of topics in order
to bring some clarity to what can often be considered a taboo subject.
Though the supplement is meant to be fun and entertaining, it is also a
chance to demystify some things, and hopefully you, as the reader, will
benefit from it.
In a commuter college like Baruch, it can be easy to overlook the
resources available to you as a student on campus in regard to your
own sexual health and education. In the end, this supplement is simply
that—a supplement. Let this be the entryway into those resources on
campus, and serve as a means to a greater end.
Thank you for your time and thank you for reading!
-Victoria Merlino
Science & Technology Editor
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Baruch Health Care Center offers great student benefits

OMER SEMAN
The Baruch College Student
Health Care Center, located behind
the Newman Library Building on
138 E 26th St., has provided numerous health services and products
for over 15 years.
Roughly 300 to 400 students
per month visit the health care
practitioners available on Baruch’s
premises for everything ranging
from the common cold to sexually
transmitted disease screenings, according to Elaine Franco, student
liaison and office manager of the
Health Care Center. Peak attendance is typically during the start
of fall semester when students,
who need either a measles, meningococcal, mumps and rubella
vaccinations, stand in lines that
stretch outside the waiting room.
With health insurance, nearly
all medications offered at the center are free, and reduced pricing is
offered for many physical exams.
Baruch College Health Care Navigator Jin Gao can be found in the
Newman Vertical Campus second
floor lobby on Mondays from 1
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p.m. to 5 p.m. to help students find
the right insurance for them.
Mount Sinai Beth Israel, a New
York City hospital, fully funds the
equipment, medical supplies and
staff. Linda Baptiste is the current
physician assistant at the Health
Care Center. Aspirin, bandages, cold
medicine, condoms, lubricants and
other over-the-counter products
are free for students. Informational
pamphlets covering topics from safe
sex and contraceptives, to pregnancy counseling, to coping with sexual
assault are available to patients as
they wait to be seen.
Common STDs, such as chlamydia, herpes, syphilis and more,
can be treated with confidentiality
at Baruch. Samples are taken at the
center, then tested at a lab at Mount
Sinai Beth Israel. Basic gynecological exam packages, which include a
pap smear and test for chlamydia,
cost $50. Adding gonorrhea, syphilis and HIV tests will raise the price
to $103. A separate STD screening
package covering chlamydia, gonorrhea, HIV and syphilis is offered
for $83. Lastly, physical examinations cost $66. Reduced pricing for
all of these packages is available for
patients with insurance.
Basic pregnancy testing is free.
Baptiste can also write prescriptions for birth control pills to those
in need following an appointment
and screening.
Once the lab results are known,
patients receive a call from Baptiste

Planned Parenthood may
see huge cuts
to its funding
due to President Donald
Trump’s 2018
fiscal year
budget outline
promising cuts
to several government programs
relating to education and health
care. Planned Parenthood has
650 health centers nationwide
and exists to provide affordable
health care to millions of U.S.
citizens.

Gabe Roman talks LGBT
sexual education and myths
Gabe Roman,
the president
of Baruch’s
Gender, Love
and Sexuality Spectrum,
speaks about
some common
misconceptions surrounding LGBT
relationships, such as the use of
contraceptives. In addition, Roman detailed the resources that
are available to people who identify as LGBT, along with ways that
allies of the LGBT community
can help.

Contraceptives: What will
and will not work for you?
CONNOR HENCHEY | THE TICKER

The Student Health Care Center services roughly 300 to 400 students per month.
to schedule a follow-up appointment to review their options moving forward. If any patient requires
additional scanning, such as MRIs
or X-rays, Baptiste will refer him or
her to the most cost-effective clinic
at discounted prices.
The Health Care Center will host
their annual health fair on Tuesday,
May 2. Dozens of insurers, health
care providers and practitioners
will be on campus seeking to answer questions, offer vaccinations
and register students for insurance.
The Health Care Center can be
reached at 646-312-2040. It is open
on Mondays and Thursdays from
10 a.m. to 7 p.m. with a one-hour

lunch break at 2 p.m., Tuesdays
and Wednesdays from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m., closed for lunch from noon to
1 p.m. and Fridays from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. with the same lunch break.
Baruch College Health & Wellness
provides both weekly and monthly
workshops where students can receive information on health insurance coverage and health screenings
and discuss safer sex practices and
sexual assault prevention.
Associate Director Joy Allison
works directly with Peers Advocating for Wellness Services members
and the Office of Student Life to
offer these workshops, all funded
through student activity fees. They
also host events across campus intended to assist students to better
understand their own mental and
physical health.
Allison and her office are looking to potentially expand Sex Week
into Sex Month with a greater focus
on sexuality and gender identity
discussions with students.
Like the Health Care Center,
contraceptives and informative
booklets are available to anyone in
the Health & Wellness office. Members of P.A.W.S., trained in wellness
services by T.E.A.M. Baruch, guide
students to the services they need
and organize events hosted by the
Health & Wellness.
To contact them regarding any
concerns, email the office at baruchpaws@gmail.com. For the
most update-to-date information on events, check the Baruch
P.A.W.S. Instagram page. Its office
can be found in the NVC 3-242 and
is open Monday to Friday from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m., they are also available to call at 646-312-4755.

Birth control
and other
contraceptives
come in a variety of options
in order to fit
an individual's
needs. However, a deep
understanding
of the differences between the
many forms of contraceptives
on the market is necessary if an
individual is to determine what
is best for him or her. Always
consult a health care professional
before deciding on which contraceptive option is the best.

Dear Bianca: Embarrassing
sex questions answered
Bianca Monteiro, a copy
editor for
The Ticker,
answers your
questions regarding anatomy, maintaining healthy
relationships
and sexual intercourse. She
provides tips for positive interactions with one’s partner,
how to respect boundaries and
communicate one’s desires in a
relationship.
Editor's Note: Be sure to consult
with your health care provider
before making any changes to
medication or birth control.
Editor's Note: All polls shown in
this supplement were conducted
via a survey on Facebook of
Baruch College students. Polls
are not meant to be representative of the entire Baruch student
population.

Planned Parenthood in the Trump era

YELENA DZHANOVA

President Donald Trump’s
2018 fiscal year budget outline has
specified cuts to various government programs pertaining to education and healthcare.
One major organization that
may see drastic cuts is Planned
Parenthood. Planned Parenthood
is home to 650 health centers
across the country and works to
provide affordable healthcare for
millions of U.S. citizens. The organization also helps promote safe
sex to both sexually active adults
and adolescents.
Trump proposed to continue
funding Planned Parenthood
so long as it provided a guarantee that abortions would not be
performed or offered within the
organization’s spectrum of services. Planned Parenthood argued
against this proposition and instead opted to receive less funding
for the fiscal year.
In proposing what some may
consider a compromise, Trump
declared that he wants to maintain
an anti-abortion stance while still
advocating on behalf of women’s
rights.
In response to Trump’s proposal, Cecile Richards, the president
of Planned Parenthood, tweeted
that “Planned Parenthood is proud
to provide abortions—a necessary
service that’s as vital to our mission as birth control or cancer
screenings.”
Trump’s stance on abortion
and women’s overall reproductive

health fluctuated over the course
of the presidential election; he
has both praised and denounced
Planned Parenthood in the past.
Trump’s first act against abortion while in office was to sign an
executive order denying U.S. funds
to organizations around the world
that provide abortions, including
the International Planned Parenthood Federation. The federation
will forfeit the $100 million it receives annually from the U.S. government.
Planned Parenthood receives
approximately $500 million a year
in federal funds, some of which is
drawn from the money collected
from taxpayers. Trump contends
that taxpayer money should not go
toward abortion services.
Some conservative thinkers
claim that the money that goes
to abortion services goes against
conservative principles, such as
the anti-abortion or “pro-life”
stance, which exist on the grounds
that abortion is akin to taking a life.
Therefore, they argue, abortion
should not be a service paid for by
taxpayers.
As it currently stands, however,
it is illegal for taxpayer money to
go toward abortion services under
the Hyde Amendment, unless the
abortion is needed to save the life
of the woman or in cases of incest
or rape. Taxpayer money, instead,
funds other reproductive and
health services for women such as
cancer screenings and gynecology
appointments.
While abortion is a service that
is offered in Planned Parenthood
clinics, it accounts for only 3 percent of the services done by the
organization annually. Planned
Parenthood mostly helps women
with methods of contraception
and provides tests and screenings
for diseases and pregnancies.
Trump’s proposal to replace
former President Barack Obama’s

health care law, or “Obamacare,”
is under intense scrutiny and facing approval. This proposal also
impedes on Planned Parenthood’s
ability to help and support women.
It sets drastic limits on Medicaid
payments to Planned Parenthood.
This plan, if passed, would reduce
federal spending on women’s reproductive care by $178 million in
2017.
The majority of the patients
who rely on services from Planned
Parenthood also rely on federal
funding to receive the care. Currently, federal funding provides 1.6
million patients with the ability to
pay for their healthcare through
programs like Medicaid.
Supporters of the act claim that
funding for Planned Parenthood
would be cut off for only one year
and if the organization stops offering abortions as a service, it will be
eligible to receive payments from
Medicaid once again.
These cuts may drastically harm
Planned Parenthood. Its clinics
could face potential closing, which
would force the organization to
turn desperate people away. In
turn, those seeking medical attention and other health-related services may choose to acquire them
at community clinics.
Community clinics, however,
tend to face overcrowding and are
burdened by a lack of resources.
Planned Parenthood sees an average of 2.5 million patients a year.
Community clinics are feared to
not have the capacity to service so
many new patients.
Planned Parenthood, for its
part, continues its fight against
the Trump administration. A recent post on the Planned Parenthood official website writes,
“Women have made tremendous
progress in this country ... We
should continue that progress not let this Administration take us
backwards.”
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Fact versus Fiction: Debunking myths around LGBT sexual health
Gabe Roman is president of the
Gender, Love and Sexuality Spectrum of Baruch College. Roman
has been on the executive board
of G.L.A.S.S. for three years, often serving as an educator during
G.L.A.S.S. events. According the
club’s description, G.L.A.S.S. “exists
to create an inclusive and supportive space on campus in the areas
of sexual orientation and gender
identity/expression.”

Jonathan Sperling: What do you
think are some of the biggest
misconceptions about LGBT
sex?
Gabe Roman: Some of the biggest
misconceptions are probably that
HIV and AIDS is a gay problem, a
gay man problem specifically. That
there is the highest rate of HIV and
AIDS in the gay community, and

JONATHAN SPERLING

that’s really not true. It affects
everybody. It only happened in
the gay community because we
weren’t as worried about birth control. Another misconception is that
there’s no protection in same-sex
female relationships, when there
[are] a couple different preventative measures you could take to
avoid STDs and things like that.
Another big misconception is that
birth control is only for women.
Sperling: What do you think
are some of the most important
things for LGBT people to know
about their sexual health?
Roman: I think there’s always a way
to be safer, because a lot of people
don’t use protection, just because
in queer relationships, a lot of the
times, pregnancy is not an issue,
so we don’t take as many preventative measures. Another thing is,
approaching the topic of being safe
kind of ostracizes people and, in an
already ostracized group, you don’t
want to feel more awkward about
what you’re doing. So you don’t
necessarily want to bring
up condoms and you
don’t want to bring
up dental dams.
Or,
"when
was the last
time
you
went to get
tested?’"or
going to
get tested
y o u r self. It’s
just such
a
weird
topic that
they
only
talk about in
straight school
sex-ed. To bring
it up on your own
is really scary when

you have no support. Sex is natural,
sex is good. However you’re going
to have sex, as long as you’re two or
however many consenting adults,
it’s good. There are just ways to be
safer.
[Also,] don’t use saran wrap,
don’t make a dental dam out of
saran wrap. Because they're microwaveable, zip lock bags and saran
wraps have tiny little cross sections in them that have holes. You
wouldn’t want holes in your condoms, you wouldn’t want holes in
your dental dams. Anal intercourse
is also high risk than vaginal intercourse. It is also a factor that being
discriminated against unfortunately leads to risk taking behavoirs.
Sperling: What sort of resources
already exist? What kinds of resources would like to see made
available for LGBT youth in regard to sex education?
Roman: There are LGBTQ centers,
and at those centers they almost
always have safer sex education
seminars that will go on to malebodied, to female-bodied people,
how trans[gender] individuals can
protect themselves better. Those
are available, they just might not
be accessible to everybody. If you
don’t live near an LGBTQ center,
you might not know it exists. The
thing I would like to see is it being
available in schools.
In my high school we learned
about penis-and-vagina sex, that
was really it. It was put a condom
on a penis and that was it. We
didn’t learn about birth control, we
didn’t learn about two female-bodied people together, we didn’t learn
about two male-bodied people together. It wasn’t really helpful for
a majority of people that I know. If
sex education was allowed in more
U.S. schools in general, because
even straight sex education isn’t al-

lowed in some schools,
that would be great.
At a younger
age,
exposing people to
the fact that
same-sex
relationships exists and
are OK,
t h e n
they’d be
less afraid
to ask the
question
of,
"how
do I make it
safer?" I’d also
like to see more
queer-specific resources in colleges.
We have condoms, but we
don’t have dental dams or finger
cots. Most people don’t even know
what a finger cot is, or what a dental
dam is.
Sperling: What do you wish allies would realize or know about
LGBT sex education?
Roman: The thing that I wish allies knew is that it’s not appropriate to just go up to different people
and ask them how they have sex. If
you’re having a conversation with
a couple of your close friends, then
you can talk about sex, but we’ve
had people come into the [GLASS]
room and just be like, "how does a
trans guy have sex?" That’s a little
inappropriate. I’m not going to ask
a random person on the street how
they have sex. Everyone has sex differently.
If an ally works in some sort of
sex work, sex education work or
health work, advocate for queer
resources because we can’t do it
by ourselves, we need allies. That’s
why you’re called an ally. You’re
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supposed to be on our side. If
you’re ever in some place that’s
ordering condoms because you
work in a health center, advocate
for dental dams, advocate for finger cots.
Don’t assume that everyone has
sex the way you have sex, because
nobody has sex the same. You
could have two people that look
exactly the same, have all the same
parts and they’re going to have sex
completely different. Don’t make
generalizations.
Some LGBT resource centers are:
The LGBT Community Center 208
W 13th St, New York, NY 10011
Pride Center of Staten Island 25 Victory Blvd, Staten Island, NY 10301
Latino Pride Center 1767 Park Ave,
New York, NY 10035

COMPARE AND CONTRAST:
Which contraceptive method
will work best for you?

ANGEL TORRES

MALE CONDOM
When it comes to birth control, there are a variety of options
to choose from, depending on
the individual’s needs. Different
methods can have different levels
of effectiveness and uses. Having
proper knowledge about different kinds of birth control can help
determine what is best for an individual and can also help prevent
sexually transmitted diseases, as
well as unwanted pregnancies.
Condoms are the most commonly known and used form of
birth control. A male condom is
essentially a glove made out of latex or plastic that is worn around
the penis, acting as a physical barrier between the wearer and his
partner.
According to Planned Parenthood, condoms are 98 percent
effective in preventing pregnancy
when used correctly. Despite this,
on average, 18 out of 100 women
per year end up with unintended
pregnancies. Unintended pregnancies often occur if the condom
is torn during sexual intercourse
or if it slips off unnoticed.

and works in the same way. The
ring is inserted into the vagina and
is left inside for three weeks, then
removed for one week. The ring
is as effective as the pill at reducing the risk of pregnancy. Being
hormonally based, both the ring
and the pill may have side effects
depending on the user. Side effects
can include bleeding between periods, breast tenderness, nausea
and vomiting.
BIRTH CONTROL SPONGE
The birth control sponge is inserted into the vagina before intercourse, where it physically covers
the cervix, blocking sperm from
entering the uterus while simultaneously releasing spermicide.
The spermicide released prevents
sperm from moving. If used correctly, the sponge is about 91 percent effective and around 88 percent effective if not always used
correctly. Women who have given
birth will find the sponge less effective than women who have not
given birth.
The biggest disadvantage of using the sponge is that it may be difficult for some women to remove.
If the sponge happens to break
into pieces, a health care provider
would be needed in order to remove the pieces.
The use of spermicide also
comes with its own risks. Too
much use can irritate tissue and
increase the risk of HIV and other
STDs.
DIAPHRAGM

FEMALE CONDOM
Similarly to the male condom,
there exists a female counterpart.
The female condom is the exact
opposite of the male condom, but
acts in the same way—it is a pouch
inserted into the vagina that serves
as a barrier to prevent semen or
sperm from making contact with
the vagina. When used properly
each time, the female condom is
95 percent effective. Realistically,
however, the female condom is
about 79 percent effective.
IUD
An intrauterine device, or IUD,
is a T-shaped device that is inserted into a woman’s uterus. The
advantages of getting an IUD are
that it lasts for a very long time,
it can be easily removed and it is
99 percent effective in preventing
pregnancies.
IUDs come in two versions:
copper and hormonal IUDs. The
copper version has the longest
lasting effectiveness, up to 12
years, with the hormonal versions
lasting anywhere from three to six
years. IUDs work so effectively
because both the copper and hormonal versions prevent sperm
from reaching the egg completely.
BIRTH CONTROL PILLS
Birth control pills prevent
pregnancy in a similar fashion to
an IUD. The pill, which is taken at
the same time every day, uses the
hormones estrogen and progestin
to stop ovulation. Without ovulation, there is no egg to be fertilized, meaning pregnancy cannot
happen at all.
Birth control pills are over 99
percent effective, but since this
method is dependent on the user
ingesting the pill at the same time
every day and not forgetting to
start new packs of pills, effectiveness is often lowered to around 91
percent.
BIRTH CONTROL RING
The birth control ring uses similar chemicals to birth control pills

Just like the sponge, a diaphragm is another method that
uses physical coverage of the cervix to prevent pregnancy. The diaphragm itself is not the most effective birth control; it must be paired
with spermicide or condoms to
live up to its ideal 94 percent effectivity.
SPERMICIDE
Spermicide by itself can be
used as well, but it poses the same
risks as when combined with the
sponge and diaphragm. Alone, it
is not as effective as other methods
of birth control, providing around
71 to 85 percent success.
BIRTH CONTROL PATCH
The birth control patch, which
works like the pill or the ring, also
uses the hormones estrogen and
progestin. If placed on the skin as
directed by a healthcare provider,
the patch is extremely effective at
99 percent. The patch is supposed
to be left on the skin for three
weeks and taken off for the fourth
week, then repeated.
BIRTH CONTROL IMPLANT
The birth control implant does
the same thing as the birth control
patch, the birth control ring and
the birth control pill. It is placed
in the arm and left there for four
years, during which it effectively
prevents pregnancy. With its 99
percent effectivity and its longterm effects, it is similar in convenience to an IUD.
All hormonal birth control
methods come with their own
share of risks. Hormonal birth
control loses effectiveness when
also used with certain medications
or supplements. Other side effects
include breast pain, headaches,
nausea, ovarian cysts and weight
gain.
People are likely to be affected
by birth control in different ways,
which is why it is always best to
consult a healthcare practitioner
before deciding what the best birth
control option is for anyone.
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DEAR BIANCA
Questions complied by Nabeel Fakhruddin and Jerick Venturina

DEAR BIANCA,
What is the difference between
semen and sperm?
Semen is the opaque fluid that
is ejaculated following an orgasm
and carries sperm and other material, while sperm is the genetic material itself.
Does lotion make good lube?
If you are using a condom during sex, it is extremely ill-advised
to use lotion as lube. Instead, use
oil-, silicone- or water-based lubes,
paying close attention to whether
or not the kind of condom you are
using—lambskin, latex or polyurethane—supports it without
the chance of tears. Please do not
use lotion during sex; it is likely to
cause irritation or lead to friction
and dryness.
How can I get my partner to be
more adventurous in bed?
It is important to value your
partner’s boundaries when it
comes to exploring new things in
your sexual relationship.
Remember that your partner is
not obligated to follow through on
sexual activities that they might not
be interested in, so respect your
partner’s decision and make sure
you have a thorough conversation
about what you or your partner
might like to try. It is vital that you
establish a clear line of communication, and it will hopefully lead to
better sexual experiences for those
involved.

How can I “last longer” sexually with my partner?
You can last longer in bed by
following an effective health regimen and by spending more time
on foreplay. You can also prolong
your sexual encounter by trying
to withhold from orgasming
and focusing on other sexual activities in the meantime.

timulation, however, so make sure
that you keep an open mind and
respect your partner when pursuing this for the first time.

Can I do anything
to make my penis
larger?
It is not possible to
naturally enhance the
size of your penis, but
you can do a few things
to make your penis appear larger while erect.
This includes maintaining a
healthy diet so you can achieve
the best erection possible, as well
as trimming your pubic hair. It is
important to note that the size of
your penis does not define you or
your sexual experiences, and it is
important to be proud of the diversity of your own genitals.
Where is the G-spot?
For women, the G-spot is
thought to lie directly behind the
clitoris. It can be found by inserting the finger fully into the vagina,
and moving your fingers toward
yourself until you locate a spongy
surface. You can stimulate this
area effectively by gently moving
your fingers in a “come hither”
motion.
In men, the G-spot is thought to
be the prostate and can be found
within the anal cavity facing away
from the back and toward the penis. Not all people enjoy G-spot s
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is interested in and experimenting.
Can you get pregnant from precum?
While pre-cum is released prior
to orgasm, it is still possible to
impregnate someone with
pre-cum if it contains live
sperm and you are not
using protection or if
your method of contraception fails. Due
to the uncertainty that
lies in the withdrawal
method, however, it
is not recommended
to use this method as
your only form of contraception since not
everyone performs it
correctly or reliably each
time.
If you are not using other
forms of contraception and do
not plan on becoming pregnant,
it is important to gauge whether
or not the withdrawal method will
be effective if you or your partner
are unsure if he or she can pull out
prior to ejaculating.

When a woman squirts, is it just
urine?
The liquid expelled during
squirting is likely to be urine, as it
is released directly from the urethra
via the bladder. This, however, is often a by-product of an orgasm.
Do women orgasm from
penetration?
Women often do not orgasm
simply from penetration, although
it is possible depending upon the
person. Orgasms for women can
be more reliably achieved through
taking the time to pursue foreplay,
understanding what your partner

Is it wrong that I fantasize about
other people while I am in a
relationship?
If you are in a committed and
closed relationship and you are
fantasizing sexually or emotionally
about people outside of your relationship, you should pay careful
attention as to why these fantasies
are occurring, gauging whether or
not you are truly satisfied with your
current relationship.
It can be normal to think about
people in passing, especially if it is
not entirely intentional. However,
if it becomes a recurring issue and
you are unable to stop constant

fantasizing, it is possible that you
are not suited for your current relationship. You and your partner
both deserve to be with someone
who is committed emotionally,
mentally and physically.
Is it okay to talk about problems
in your relationship to people
outside of it?
If you are experiencing a particular complication in your relationship, it is natural to want to discuss
and vent about it in order to reason
out what you should do. I think it is
important to talk about these problems because it can be helpful to
get an additional perspective, and
it can be hard to rationalize things
when the situation is discussed
only by you and your partner.
However, it can be a problem
if the additional perspective ends
up cutting into your own relationship, especially if you are using it to
simply justify the way you are feeling and use secondary opinions as
a means of collateral against your
partner.
It is far more productive to talk
about these issues with a few trusted friends or a professional if you
are unable to come to a resolution
yourself—it is unlikely that we can
solve all our issues by ourselves.
Is it okay to ask your partner to
wax?
I think it is okay to ask your partner to wax if you are also holding
yourself to your partner’s standard
and complying with what your
partner might want.
It is unfair to hold your partner
to your own standards if you are not
able to meet theirs. If your partner
is averse to this, please respect their
autonomy.
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Arts & Style
Drake channels past works to craft original playlist More Life
BY JONATHAN SPERLING
NEWS EDITOR

Amid a flurry of hype that had
been building since its announcement last fall, More Life, a so-called
“playlist” of original music created
by Drake, debuted on March 18.
The playlist was originally rumored to be released in December.
Multiple release dates were teased
as Drake peppered the sound
waves with hit singles such as “Fake
Love” and “Sneakin’.”
More Life’s 22 tracks have been
described by Drake as “a body of
work [he’s] creating to bridge the
gap between [any] major releases.”
Drake certainly accomplished
his goal of bridging the gap, while
also drawing from a variety of inspiration that his fans might recognize from several of his past works,
such as Views and Nothing Was
the Same.
That is not to say that More Life
is a completely rehashed series of
tracks from older albums. Rather,
Drake seems to have selected what
he believes to be the most popular
aspects of his older works in order
to effectively create a soundtrack of
his fan’s lives.
The latter idea may cause longtime Drake fans to wonder if the
playlist was made for the fans or for
Drake himself.
Drake’s choice of More Life’s
opening track, “Free Smoke,” is just
further evidence of the rapper’s
love for featuring and sampling
female vocalists on his tracks. In
the strong opener, Drake samples
the vocals of Hiatus Kaiyote’s lead
singer, Naomi Saalfield. Many

Drake fans will recall several other
strong female vocalists from his
past works, such as Jhene Aiko on
“From Time,” off Nothing Was the
Same. Alicia Keys’ chorus on Thank
Me Later’s “Fireworks” could be
considered the distant relative of
Saalfield’s soaring verse.
Drake’s verse on “Free Smoke”
should not be overlooked. The
verse’s snappy lines range from “I
drunk text J-Lo,” to “Women I like
was ignorin’ me/Now they like,
‘Aren’t you adorable?’/I know the
question rhetorical,” leading to a
level of cockiness and energetic
flow that is reminiscent of Views’
“Hype.”
The overall braggadocios tone of
“Free Smoke” is a common theme
in Drake’s discography, perhaps
best epitomized by “Started From
The Bottom.”
Considering Drake’s love of
grime music, his choice to include
the East London hip-hop genre in
More Life is borderline selfish, but
decently executed. “Skepta Interlude” is a wonderful introduction to
the grime formula, avoiding some
of the harsher aspects of grime but
still conveying the genre’s typical
breakbeats and deep basslines.
Skepta receiving his own track
is a welcome part of More Life, seeing as how Skepta’s true grime style
would be a bit too harsh if it immediately followed one of Drake’s
verses.
The cohesiveness of More Life’s
remaining features and samples
ranges wildly, from poor to flawless. A noteworthy feature comes
from 2 Chainz on More Life’s middle track, “Sacrifices.” 2 Chainz’s
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After months of teasing the release date of More Life, Drake ﬁnally drops his playlist, sampling artists such as Black Coﬀee.
seamless transition from Drake’s
opening verse makes for an alleyoop of calm, yet cocky rap.
The two rappers’ flows are nearly identical, making for a very melodic track. Young Thug’s closing
verse ties the track together nicely
by following Drake and 2 Chainz’s
calm bravado with a sprinkle of signature Thugger rhymes.
The beauty of “Sacrifices” stands
in stark contrast to the preceding track on More Life, “Portland.”
Once again, Drake brings the bravado of “Hype” to the table within
his opening verse on “Portland,”
but his choice to feature Quavo
and Travis Scott turned out to be a
poor one.
Unlike “Sacrifices,” “Portland”
lacks cohesiveness between each

verse, instead relying on an all-star
cast of rappers to carry the track.
This does not pan out and instead,
it seems as though each artist was
rapping for a different track.
Quavo especially seems like
a fish out of water with a trapinspired verse nestled between
Drake’s and Travis Scott’s verses.
The verse almost seems to be derived from Migos’ culture.
Travis Scott is also guilty of
standing out too much, and his
verse would certainly be more appreciated as its own song rather
than a feature. Worst of all, however, is the recorder beat playing
throughout the entirety of “Portland,” as if the different rapping
styles of each artist was not distracting enough.

Parts of Quavo’s verse sound
as if the rapper is battling with the
beat in order to be taken seriously.
More Life’s closing track, “Do
Not Disturb,” harkens back to “6PM
In New York,” the closing track of If
You’re Reading This It’s Too Late.
“Do Not Disturb” wraps up the album neatly, leaving no loose ends
as Drake advises the listener as to
what they can expect from him in
the future.
Drake promises to never leave
the rap game, but also tells listeners he will be taking time off during
the summer.
As for what Drake’s next big
project holds, fans will have to wait
until 2018 to see. Hopefully there
will be plenty of “chunes” to hold
fans over in the meantime.

Malick’s romantic drama explores relationships in Song to Song
REEL REVIEWS

BENJAMIN WALLIN

In a scene in the film Song to
Song, Michael Fassbender and
Ryan Gosling float, weightless, on
an airplane. Or at least, it seems
like they do, until the camera shows
that they are standing on the chair
arms, pushing themselves against
the ceiling.
Weightlessness feels special in
the film, but the manufactured nature of the scene feels disingenuous. This feeling of discomfort in
the attempt to create a moment
is a pervasive feeling throughout
the film.
Of the movies shown in theaters, there are different types for
different crowds. Mainstream movies such as DC, Harry Potter or
Marvel movies are for everyone.
They are big-budget movies with
expected big returns.
Movies like La La Land and Arrival are designed for smaller audiences. The budgets are smaller, the
expected crowds are more niche
and the releases are made for selected theaters.
Beyond that are the “artsy” films
that focus more on art and less on
making money. Somewhere within
that last category lies the categorization of Terrence Malick’s Song
to Song.
If film were to be described
like literature, most directors write
prose, while Malick writes poetry. This is not necessarily a good
thing. Most words spoken in Song

to Song are through voiceover narration, delivered airily, precisely
and slowly.
Sound overlaps between the
cuts so that the audio is almost never synchronized with the visuals. If
the characters do have names, they
are unnoticeable, as everyone is referred to by pronouns.
The story boils down to the
relationships and intimacies between people, specifically relating
to the four characters played by
Fassbender, Gosling, Rooney Mara
and Natalie Portman. Characters
are intimate with those whom they
should not be, and never quite find
what they really want. Ambition
and desire find a crossroads in the
amorous connections.
Mara plays an unknown musician, who introduces herself as an
unfeeling person. She meets Fassbender, a music producer, and Gosling, another aspiring musician.
The two of them go after Fassbender for his connections and ability to improve their professional
standings.
He is clearly bad news, and
warnings abound about the ways in
which he will change people. Mara
loves Gosling, but her desire for
success has her secretly in bed with
Fassbender as well.
The power complex of the film
centers around a concert venue’s
music festival. The fence that keeps
dreamers from performing is one to
which Fassbender has the proverbial key. He claims that he wants
people to become free, while instead binding people closer to him
and his will. With Gosling, Mara is
carefree; with Fassbender, she is ill
at ease.
The beauty of the cinematography is repeatedly noticeable. Still
shots of gorgeous composition
are interspersed throughout the
film. The camera movement feels,
at times, like dancing. Emmanuel
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Gosling, who plays BV, and Mara, who plays Faye, chase success as struggling musicians in Malick’s Song to Song.
Lubezki is the director of photography, a position in which he won
Best Cinematography at the Academy Awards for three years running.
Fassbender is rich and powerful, and has a power to influence
people to his will. Women who find
themselves spending enough time
with him begin to act differently
simply to please him.
Fassbender is manipulative but
claims to want women’s freedom.
Mara comes to him with a need,
Portman comes to him with nothing. He is a false mask of hope.
But there is something more at
work in Song to Song. In the medium of film through visuals and
audio, Malick is able to conjure a
sense of texture. Mara slowly runs
her fingers over any surface she
stands near, and in the moments
of human contact, it is in this slow,
gentle touch that the viewer can almost experience the sensation for

him or herself.
There are also great amounts
of symbolism and power at work.
Choosing aspirations over love resonates timelessly. The title comes
from a quote about the aimless love
Mara and Gosling dreamed of, but
were never able to achieve. There
are also parental issues that each of
the protagonists deal with except,
most importantly, for Fassbender.
It is impossible to ignore the positive qualities of the film.
However, there are too many
faults in the movie. Its excessively
atypical style is one that feels uncomfortable at best and pretentious at worst.
The lack of names, the editing
style of non-synchronicity and the
overbearing voiceovers are inordinately noticeable. The poetic storytelling feels like compensation for
something else lacking.
The plot comes across with a

vagueness. Mara, the musician,
rarely plays music. She and the two
men go abroad for no discernible
reason. Every main character has a
moment during which the camera
pulls in close to watch a single tear
roll across his or her cheek. By the
third such shot, the moment feels
weary and elicits nothing.
Malick’s film does not show
someone untalented at work. To
some degree, the poetic film cannot be properly evaluated upon a
single viewing.
There is much to pore over and
understand, a possibility of misunderstanding and improper consideration of the film’s themes. At the
same time, film is best as prose and
the unique build is far from ideal.
Song to Song has art to it, but it
is mostly impressionistic. The art
can give the inkling of a feeling, but
it is not quite complete. The spaces
feel like emptiness.
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Broadway shows offer cheap tickets
Shows like Aladdin, The Lion King and Wicked oﬀer many ways to experience theater at low prices
BY MAXIM IBADOV
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

It is no secret that Broadway
tickets are expensive. Ever since
Hamilton revolutionized theater,
the prices have only been soaring. This discourages many people from going and seeing shows,
which is extremely unfortunate,
because New York is a rare place
where people can enjoy a huge variety of high-quality theater.
But seeing Broadway shows
does not have to be a luxury that
drains money out of pockets. Luckily, Baruch students can enjoy New
York and its endless opportunities without having to pay the full
price. Every Broadway show offers
a limited amount of cheap tickets
priced as low as $10. Many Broadway shows can be seen without
breaking the bank.
The most common way to get
cheap tickets is through general
rush or student rush. Rush tickets
are available in a strictly limited
amount when the box office opens
in the morning. The tickets are
usually around $30 to $40 and offer
partial view, which is still great because Broadway theaters are built
such that the show can be seen
from any angle.
Current shows that include
rush tickets are Chicago, Miss Saigon and Sunset Boulevard. To get
the rush tickets for sure, it is best
to get to the box office earlier than
it opens as, most of the time, there
will be lines.
In order to avoid lines, another
option for purchasing is digital
rush, which can be found on TodayTix. These are the cheap tickets
that are sold the day of the performance through the app. This app
also offers Digital Lotteries for
shows like In Transit, Paramour
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Chicago, among other Broadway shows, oﬀers rush tickets at discounted prices.
and The. But even if TodayTix does
not offer either lottery or rush tickets for certain shows, they still will
sometimes offer cheaper prices
that the actual box office does, so
it ends up being a really good deal
anyway. One thing to remember is
that TodayTix charges $10 extra for
each ticket for service.
Many shows have their own
lotteries where they do not charge
extra for the ticket. Most successful
and long-running shows offer such
lotteries. Hamilton has what they
call “Ham4Ham,” a lottery where
Hamilton tickets go for a price
of $10, a reference to Alexander
Hamilton, whose face is on the bill.
Aladdin, The Lion King, The
Book of Mormon and Phantom of
the Opera have such lotteries that
operate on the day of the performance. Wicked actually offers digital and in-person lotteries, doubling the chances to see this grand
spectacle.
Some other shows offer standing room tickets when sold out.
Kinky Boots, Dear Evan Hansen
and Phantom of the Opera sell limited standing room tickets when
the show is sold. Hamilton has a
cancellation line, where people

wait in line and are allowed into
the show if someone who has a
ticket did not come.
Theater companies that produce shows on Broadway all have
subscriptions for younger people.
Roundabout Theater Company
has a program called HIPTIX. HIPTIX allows everyone from ages 18
to 35 to get two $25 tickets for each
show. For a tax-deductible donation of $75, people can get same
price tickets in the superior orchestra seats.
Manhattan Theatre Club offers
a 30 Under 30 promotion, where
everyone younger than 30 can get
tickets to its shows for only $30.
Lincoln Center Theater offers LincTix which includes one $32 ticket
per person. Unlike RTC and MTC,
however, LCT requires people to
subscribe before the beginning of
the season.
There are a lot of great musicals
and plays opening later this season
such as Anastasia, Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory and The Play
That Goes Wrong.
More information about cheap
tickets can be found at the Department of Fine and Performing Arts
on the 7th floor, VC-235.
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Science & Technology
New blood test pinpoints children's place on autism spectrum
BY MAYA YEGOROVA
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Scientists have created an accurate method to analyze metabolic
biomarkers determining whether
a child is on the autism spectrum,
according to a study published in
the journal PLOS Computational
Biology. The algorithm, based on
a blood sample, is the first physiological test for autism and can help
diagnose patients earlier.
The autism spectrum disorder
includes a cluster of neurological disorders defined by troubles
with social communication and
restrained repetitive behaviors. Individuals with autism also have one
or more accompanying ailments,
such as epilepsy, intellectual handicaps, language impediments and
sleep disorders. Autism affects 1.5
percent of the population, with the
Center for Disease Control estimating in 2014 that one in 68 children
in the United States had the disorder. Boys are more likely to be diagnosed than girls.
Autism has a strong hereditary
factor, but environmental influences have also recently emerged as
vital backers to its etiology, or the
study of causation, and its pathophysiology, the medical subject
that describes the conditions of a
disease. However, no accepted biomarker for a diagnosis of autism exists. While there are distinct differences in the pathways of the brain,
researchers have trouble pinpointing a single measurement of these
pathways that split children with
autism from neurotypical control
groups. This absence of biological

knowledge restrains diagnoses to
be made based on behavioral monitoring and psychometric tools.
While autism is currently diagnosed and combatted with psychometric tools, researchers emphasized a biochemical view on this
study. The study involved children
between the ages of 3 and 10. Of
the test participants, 83 children
had autism and 76 children did not
have the disorder. After collecting
blood samples from all 149 children, the researchers measured for
24 metabolites, or the products of
metabolism, from each sample. Researchers then utilized the Fisher
Discriminant Analysis, a proportion reduction tool that expands
on the differences between numerous categories. After crossing out
data from one child in the group,
researchers applied the dataset
to analysis methods and used the
result to create an algorithm. The
algorithm then made a prediction
about the data from the eliminated
participant. Researchers cross-validated the results, switched different children out of the group and
repeated the process for all remaining children.
Previous researchers have examined individual metabolites and
found potential correlations with
autism, but the relationship has
been unresolved. The researchers
used more advanced strategies,
revealing patterns that would not
have been evident with past attempts. Most examinations only inspect one biomarker, one gene and
one metabolite.
While there were some differences, these results could not be
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An algorithm that is based on a blood sample can evaluate biomarkers to tell if a child is at risk for autism spectrum disorder.
accurately reproduced. Juergen
Hahn, head of the Rensselaer department of biomedical engineering, explained that using data
methods that inspect a set of metabolites linked with autism make a
more powerful case.
The Fisher Discriminant Analysis correctly recognized 96.1 percent of all neurotypical participants
and 97.6 percent of the participants
with autism. Siblings of children
with autism were found to be strikingly more alike to their neurotypical peers than to their siblings, even

though they are inherently closer to
their siblings than children in the
neurotypical control group.
More research is anticipated
because it is uncertain whether
the test’s initial achievement could
be applicable to children younger
than 3 years old. Hahn expressed
that evaluating children 18 to 24
months of age is a primary goal, but
researchers have not yet performed
this study so they are not aware of
possible barriers.
The test may also be able to
predict the beginning of autism

in children who have not yet developed any clinical symptoms of
the disorder.
There are concerns about the
methodology used. A variety of
previous studies had data that
hinted at an existence of a single
or a mixture of molecular changes
that could separate children with
autism from those without autism.
It was mentioned that it would be
unexpected to see a single molecular diagnostic test that would suffice for all the multiple subtypes
of autism.

Improving sleep quality substantially boosts health and well-being
BY SEUN ELEMO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Getting better sleep is equivalent to winning 200,000 pounds, according to a study at the University
of Warwick in England. The investigation, conducted by psychologists, reveals that boosting one’s
sleep quality can have numerous
advantages for one’s health, and
the pleasure gained from sleeping is similar to feelings of winning
the lottery.
The researchers examined data
from the UK Household Longitudinal Study, a survey that highlights
data about social and economic attitudes in the United Kingdom. The
data was compiled from 30,594 individuals who had given information about their health, sleep and
well-being.
The information was acquired
from 18 waves of yearly evaluations. Researchers focused on
“Wave 1,” conducted between 2009
and 2011 and “Wave 4,” conducted
between 2012 and 2014.
Since researchers were aware
that variables such as the amount
of sleep and the quality of sleep
would fluctuate throughout this experiment, they used linear regression to adjust the results for potential confounders and baseline
values of the variables.
Researchers concentrated on
three critical sleep parameters:
sleep medication, sleep quality
and sleep quantity. Sleep quantity
was measured via results from the
question, “How many hours of actual sleep did you usually get at
night during the last month?” and
sleep quality was determined by
asking, “During the past month,
how would you rate your sleep
quality overall?” The responses that
participants could choose were
“very good,” “fairly good,” “fairly
bad” or “very bad.” Use of sleep
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Improving sleep quality decreases sleep medication use, enhances mood and leads to better physical health and wellness, as demonstrated by study participants.
medicine was calculated with the
question, “During the past month,
how often have you taken medicine
to help you sleep?” Participants
could choose “not during the past
month,” “less than once a week,”
“once or twice a week” or “three or
more times a week.” The Pittsburgh
Sleep Quality Index confirmed the
questions and answers.
The study revealed that changes
in these sleep parameters were
linked to one’s health and wellbeing. The researchers noted high
levels of consistency when analyzing the outcome of the study: a
bad result was only exhibited when
the amount of sleep decreased, the

sleep quality decreased or the participant increased sleep medication use. A good result correlated
with increased sleep, an improvement in sleep quality and a decline
in sleep medication use.
Another important focus of the
experiment was the dependency of
people upon sleep medicine and
dangers of these dependencies
to one’s health. Researchers discovered that 16 percent of participants used sleep medication in the
month of study and 8.8 percent of
them were taking sleep aids at least
three times a week.
The study concluded that participants who began to use more

sleep medicine over a period of
time experienced poorer reactions,
even though the objective of the
medications was to improve sleep.
Bad quality sleep, sleep deprivation and use of sleep medication
deteriorates both the physical state
and emotional health of a person.
Chronic sleep medicine use could
also lead to cancer or death.
Dr. Nicole Tang of the University of Warwick’s department of
psychology revealed that focusing
on getting better sleep at night can
lead to improved mental and physical health over a period of time.
She also stressed that the quality
of sleep one has is more essential

than the hours of sleep.
“An important next step is to
look at the differences between
those who demonstrate a positive
and negative change in sleep over
time, and identify what lifestyle
factors and day-to-day activities
are conducive to promoting sleep.
Further research in this area can
inform the design of public health
initiatives,” says Tang.
This study can further assist in
emphasizing why sleep is a necessary part of a healthy lifestyle.
It can help communities, schools
and places of employment to be
informed on the benefits of a wellrested human body.
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Sports
Bearcats dominate the field in exciting 5-1 start to campaign
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
The Baruch softball team finally
took the field again on Tuesday,
Mar. 21, against Yeshiva University.
The Bearcats are now 5-1, keeping
their red-hot winning streak alive.
In their first game of the season,
the Bearcats edged Lancaster Bible
College with a tight final score of
6-5. The game was close, each team
scoring one point in the first inning
and remaining deadlocked until
the fifth inning. It was then that the
Bearcats exploded for five runs, led
by Cassandra Lagana, who finished
with three hits, two runs and an
RBI, and Christina Chin, who finished with two hits, one run and
an RBI.
In the next match against Eastern University, Baruch scored three
runs in the first inning and had a solid lead until the fifth inning, when
Eastern scored six runs against the
Bearcats. The game remained neck
to neck, with the Bearcats managing a 9-8 score thanks to two runs
in the sixth inning. The lead was
short-lived, however, as Eastern
University pulled through in the
seventh inning, scoring four points
and finishing the game 13-8.
Even though the Bearcats fell
short, they had an outstanding batting lineup. Five players—Chin, Nicole Bellini, Katherine DelRosario,
Olivia Dellston and Juliann Gross—
had two hits each. Chin hit a triple
with Bellini and DelRosario each
recording a double. Lagana, Kaitlyn
Vichas, and Chae Padron had one
hit each for a total of 13 hits against
Eastern University.
The Bearcats had an even more

successful day on Saturday, March
4, against SUNY Cobleskill and
Notre Dame of Maryland University. Lagana again established her
offensive presence, finishing with
two hits, two RBIs and one run
scored. Chin and Dellston each
had a big game, Dellston with two
hits and four RBIs and Chin recording a hit each time she was at bat,
three times total. Baruch had 12
hits against SUNY Cobleskill and
ended the game 9-7.
The game against SUNY Cobleskill was more of a nail-biter.
Cobleskill had scored four points
in the second inning for a 6-2 lead.
The Bearcats mounted a premier
comeback beginning in the fifth inning, picking up six quick to push
them ahead.
Baruch was ahead the entire
time in the game against Notre
Dame of Maryland University,
sparked by three points in the
first inning. The score was 8-4 by
the sixth inning but the Bearcats
showed no mercy and scored an
additional four points. The Bearcats
had a unrelenting batting lineup,
with all nine players finishing with
at least one hit. Bellini, Dellston,
DelRosario, Jacqueline Gioia, Kristen Podlovits and Jasmine Rodriguez each had two hits. Baruch had
a total of 15 hits, ending the rout
against Notre Dame of Maryland
University with a final score of 12-4.
Following two weeks of postponed games, the Bearcats took
the field once again on March 21
against Yeshiva University. The
Bearcats played a double header
and came out on top of both games.
In the first of consecutive matches

against Yeshiva, Lagana had three
hits and scored three runs, complemented by Bellini’s four hits and
two runs. Dellston and DelRosario
were also in on the action, each
racking up two hits. The Bearcats
proved their batting skills once
again, getting 15 hits with 12 runs.
They scored three points in the first
inning and the score remained 3-0
until the Bearcats scored another
eight points in the fourth inning
and finished the game 12-2.
The Bearcats easily defeated
Yeshiva University again in the second game. Baruch gained a huge
lead in the second inning, scoring
13 points. Chin finished with four
RBIs, Podlovits with three runs
scored and Dellston sealed the deal
with two hits. The Bearcats easily posted 15 points due to the five
walks pitched by Yeshiva University
throughout the game. Both games
ended in five innings.
With five wins and one loss so
far this season, the Baruch College
softball team currently has the best
starting record it has ever had. Just
last year, the team was 0-6, losing
the first six games of the season.
Undoubtedly, the dramatic
turnaround in fortune can be attributed to an elite-level batting
lineup. The Bearcats have a talented rotation that is quickly wearing
down pitchers and lighting up the
stat sheet. Moreover, the production is consistent throughout the
entire batting order—the offense is
a true team effort, not a one-woman show.
On defense, the Bearcat’s team
chemistry matches that of a professional team, playing swiftly to neu-
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The Bearcats ﬁve-win start to the season is the best in team history.
tralize offensive attempts, rarely
committing costly errors. The team
has talent across the board and is
composed to produce consistent
team wins.
The Bearcats will soon face rivals Hunter College on April 1, sure
to put the team’s talent to the test.
Until then, Baruch will face College of Mount Saint Vincent on
March 23 and SUNY Old Westbury

on March 28. For the time being,
Baruch sits comfortably atop the
CUNYAC season, as the rest of the
pack struggles to put together wins.
Baruch’s closest opposition is
the Dolphins of the College of Staten Island, who boast a 5-3 record.
If the Bearcats’ current production
is any indication of the season to
come, the team is on pace to break
some records by the season’s end.

Warriors face criticism over poor play amid lengthy Durant injury
BY EVAN LEWIS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On March 14, the Philadelphia
76ers took on the Golden State
Warriors in Oakland, a normally
routine match and far from an interesting spectacle. The two franchises are in different strata with
opposite goals in mind this season.
The Warriors are the defending
back-to-back Western Conference
champions while the glum 76ers
have hovered near the bottom of
the league for nearly half a decade.
While the Warriors will be making a run at their third consecutive
NBA Finals appearance, Philadelphia is vying for the top pick in the
upcoming draft lottery. Most fans
would not be faulted for changing
the channel that night to a more exciting matchup.
Surprisingly, the resulting game
between these contrasting organizations sheds some light on many
important issues affecting one of
the NBA’s best teams.
After three quarters of play, the
Warriors were losing by double
digits to a dismal team. During the
fourth quarter, Golden State ended
up mounting a comeback against
the 76ers but reigning NBA MVP
Stephen Curry was not the orchestrator behind the victory. Instead,
emotional defensive wizard Draymond Green had to carry his squad
to the win with several key blocks
late in the game.
Curry was nearly invisible
throughout the game. It would be
easy to dismiss all of this as just an
off night for the home team, but
the rough performance comes on
the heels of a string of poor games.
Heading into the game, Golden
State lost three games in a row,
a bad sign for the team that had
the best regular season record in
NBA history just a year ago. Since
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Curry’s slump has aﬀected the team’s performance, with many questioning where the Warriors rank among the league’s best.
Kevin Durant’s injury, the team
has struggled to return to its winning ways. Losses continue to pile
up and Curry has descended into a
troubling slump that has the entire
league talking.
Just last year, Curry was named
the first ever unanimous MVP in
league history. His status across the
basketball landscape was elevated
to that of a legendary sharpshooter
who could knock down shots from
anywhere on the hardwood. Recently, however, he has failed to
connect on wide open jump-shots.
Against Philadelphia, Curry shot
eight for 23 from the field and made
just five of 13 attempted threes. In
his past eight games, the All-Star
guard has knocked down 26 of 89

from beyond the arc, uncharacteristically off-target for the twotime MVP.
The Warriors’ struggles against
the 76ers prove that not only do
they have trouble beating a good
team without Durant, but they can
barely beat a bad one. The Warriors
live and die by the 3-pointer. Led
by the “Splash Brothers,” Curry and
Klay Thompson, they set a record in
3-pointers in the last two seasons
and acquired former MVP Durant
in the offseason to further increase
their lethality from downtown.
Up until this point in the season,
though, their plan has not worked.
Both Curry and Green have seen
their 3-point percentages plummet
this year, while Durant is missing

significant time due to his injury.
The Warriors are not sure when
they will get him back and how impactful he will be after sitting out
for so long. Their dependence on
Curry, who led the team during the
last couple of seasons, has been a
losing bet thus far.
The reason for Curry’s slump is
a topic of heated discussion. Some
theorize that the addition of Durant
has sapped his confidence, while
others think that the issue is more
mechanical. Regardless, the subtraction of Curry’s shooting capabilities hurt the Dubs just as much
as Durant’s injury, if not more so.
The Warriors’ game plan of going
small and relying solely on triples
is heavily compromised without

Curry playing to his full potential.
When his 3-point game vanishes,
Curry becomes a much less impactful player.
Other superstars, like LeBron
James and Kawhi Leonard, have
multiple facets to their game that
they can rely on when one aspect is
not clicking. Curry is a player who
is largely defined by his shooting
and when that goes, so too does
the Warriors’ dominance. To fully
exemplify Curry’s downfall, one
needs only to think about this: the
same record-setting point guard
who became the first ever unanimous MVP winner last season will
most likely fail to receive a single
vote this year.
For the Warriors, barely edging out a team that has essentially
admitted to tanking over the last
few years is a low point for any organization, let alone one with title
aspirations. It is highly possible
that this is just a rough stretch for
Golden State and it will soon return
to its old form. Curry could get hot
at any moment, Durant could return at full health and they could
start blowing teams out again like
they did all of last season. But losing streaks, shooting slumps and
the injury bug do not bode well for
Dubs fans.
As Cleveland and San Antonio
continue their dominance from
beyond the arc, the Warriors have
reason to be concerned. A near
loss to the inferior 76ers serves as
an eye-opener for the the fans, the
league and the players; this team
may not be good enough to sit atop
the Western Conference, let alone
win the Finals. Despite the reasons
for concern, Curry and the Warriors remain a talented and experienced team that can quickly turn it
fortune and make a significant run
at the playoffs; still, the sooner this
change of pace occurs, the better.
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Free agency 2017 features many big-name players on the move
BY ANDREW MARZULLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
For many, the NFL offseason
is simultaneously one of the most
exciting, high-stakes, perplexing
and upsetting times of year. When
one is looking for utter confusion,
hopeful and hopeless speculation
and decision-making sure to spark
heated debate, look no further than
the NFL offseason.
The new league year begins on
March 9, also ringing in the start of
the NFL free agency period. Free
agency can shape the outlook of
the season for many teams, for better or worse. This year has been no
exception, with each team in the
league taking its fair share of acquisitions and losses. It can be argued that, to this point, no team has
made a bigger splash than the New
York Giants.
The Giants cut former wide receiver star Victor Cruz and did not
have to look far for a replacement.
In fact, they looked to MetLife Stadium’s other tenant. The Giants
signed wide receiver Brandon Marshall after he was cut by the New
York Jets. Marshall’s release by the
Jets was a shocking turn of events
for a receiver who had made the
Pro Bowl six times.
With the signing of stud offensive lineman D.J. Fluker from the
Los Angeles Chargers and the resigning of Jason Pierre-Paul, the Giants are thrust to the top of the NFC
playoff picture. It is fun to imagine
an offense with Odell Beckham Jr.,
Eli Manning, Marshall and Sterling
Shepard; perhaps none are more
excited than Marshall himself, as
he looks to make his first postseason appearance.
The Jets, on the other hand, appear to be in full rebuild mode.
The team unloaded a number of
star players and fan favorites, including perennial Pro Bowl center
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The 2017 free agency period saw many big-name players switch teams, while other elite players like Peterson wait to make the switch.
Nick Mangold, the aforementioned
Marshall and seven-time Pro
Bowler and Super Bowl champion
cornerback Darrelle Revis, with
more moves expected. The Jets are
currently looking at a quarterback
competition this offseason between Christian Hackenberg, who
was their second-round draft pick
last year, newly signed veteran Josh
McCown and Bryce Petty, who is
entering his third season.
Although the team signed former Dallas Cowboys cornerback
Morris Claiborne to fill Revis’
void, glaring issues remain across
the board. The defense underperformed last year and 2014 NFL
Defensive Rookie of the Year Sheldon Richardson is currently being

shopped on the free agency market. The patchwork offensive line
lacks an anchor amid Mangold’s
departure, and the quarterback
situation is not ideal. It is tough to
believe that the Jets will settle on
McCown in terms of quarterback
acquisitions, with multiple free
agent options to explore including
Jay Cutler, Cincinnati Bengals backup AJ McCarron and Tony Romo.
Given their dormant offseason to
date, it seems the Jets will start their
rebuilding period with the draft.
Around the league, there have
been a great deal of shocking
moves that will shape the landscape next season. For starters, one
of the greatest running backs in the
history of the league, Adrian Peter-

son, is currently unemployed. After
an injury ended his 2016 campaign,
the Minnesota Vikings released
him, bringing in Oakland Raiders starting running back Latavius
Murray. Peterson looks to sign with
a team willing to take a chance on
him. He is on the wrong side of 30
years old and has a history of severe
leg injuries. However, in the right
system, he can still flourish as he
did in 2015.
The Green Bay Packers made
an uncharacteristic splash in free
agency as they signed tight end
Martellus Bennett, who is coming
off of a Super Bowl season with the
New England Patriots. Green Bay
also signed former Los Angeles
Rams tight end Lance Kendricks

adding a combined 1,200 yards of
total offense between both tight
ends to what was an already productive offense. On defense, the
team reunited with cornerback Davon House, who had a stint in Jacksonville, and re-signed linebacker
Nick Perry, a highly touted free
agent this year.
Another big move involved the
$72 million quarterback Brock
Osweiler, who was traded to the
Cleveland Browns for draft picks.
Osweiler was a failed experiment in
Houston and is looking for a fresh
start in Cleveland, but he first has
to make the team. The Philadelphia
Eagles bolstered their receiving
corps with the signings of Alshon
Jeffery and Torrey Smith, adding a
veteran presence to a young locker
room and two tremendous weapons for Carson Wentz, who looks
to develop in his second year. The
Buffalo Bills retained quarterback
Tyrod Taylor, and signed prized
hybrid defensive back Micah Hyde
away from Green Bay. They lost,
however, starting cornerback Stephon Gilmore to division rivals
New England.
While the initial wave of free
agency signing is behind them,
teams around the league are no
less active, as they quietly add
value through cheap, sleeper free
agent options. Simulataneously,
team scouts tour the nation for the
top college prospects as they display their skills at their respective
school’s Pro Day.
The offseason raises many questions about the coming season,
and most of them are yet to be answered. Where will Peterson and
Romo play next season? Who will
sign Mangold and Revis?
With the NFL draft rapidly approaching and free agency in full
swing, football executives are working the phones and scouring the
country in search for talent.
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Baruch Weekly
THEME: HOBBIES

MARCH/APRIL 2017
MON

27
TUES

28
WED

29
THURS

30
FRI

1
SAT

2
SUN

3

ACROSS
1. TETANUS SYMPTOM
6. SECOND MO.
9. WILD GUESS
13. OTTOMAN EMPIRE
BIGWIG
14. UNIT OF LENGTH OF YARN
15. *ROCK COLLECTOR’S
PICKUP
16. BLOCKBUSTER STARRING
SIGOURNEY WEAVER
17. “____ THE PRESIDENT’S
MEN”
18. LIVELY
19. *BIBLIOPHILE’S PASTIME
21. *KNIT OR PURL
23. SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
24. *BIRDWATCHING SITE
25. PROHIBIT
28. *COIN COLLECTORS
AMASS IT
30. RED SEA NATION
34. ____ ANDREWS,
SPORTSCASTER
36. ____METER OR
____SCOPE
38. CATERPILLAR HAIRS
40. COGITO ____ SUM
41. *COLLECTOR’S ITEM TO A
PHILATELIST
43. ONE OF DEADLY SINS
44. RESPECTED HINDU
46. BORIS GODUNOV, E.G.
47. BUENOS ____

TAIYAKI
6 p.m.-8 p.m. | NVC 3-215 | Free
TOO FEW THE MORNINGS  SONGS OF LIFE AND LOVE
6 p.m.-8 p.m. | Engelman Recital Hall | Free
ACCOUNTING SOCIETY’S MOVIE SOCIAL
12:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free
MEN’S TENNIS: BARUCH VS. BROOKLYN COLLEGE*
3:30 p.m. | USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center | Free
NYC HONG KONG CLUB 12TH ANNUAL SINGING CONTEST TABLING
12 p.m.-3 p.m. | 2nd Floor Lobby | Free
RECONSIDERING IVY LEE, ONE OF THE FATHERS OF MODERN PR
6 p.m.-8:30 p.m. | NVC 14-270 | Free
MARXE SCHOOL “MARXE ISSUES” BREAKFAST SERIES
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. | Rooms 750 and 760, Library Building | Free, Registration
Required

MEN’S TENNIS: BARUCH VS. YORK COLLEGE*
3:30 p.m. | USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center | Free

48. SPAGHETTI ____
50. IN A FRENZY
52. ACTOR STALLONE
53. QUIET TIME
55. LAMB’S MOTHER
57. *CROSSWORD, E.G.
60. *HOBBYIST, TECHNICALLY
64. EAST ASIA COUNTRY,
PRE1945
65. GRASS BRISTLE
67. CAGEY
68. ABRAHAM’S SACRIFICE
69. BE A WITNESS
70. “SIDDHARTHA” AUTHOR
71. “DON’S ASK, DON’T
____”
72. SHAPE WITH AN AX
73. DOMAINS
DOWN
1. PRACTICE IN THE RING
2. OPPOSITE OF SUNKISSED
3. MOST POPULOUS
CONTINENT
4. STORAGE PLACE, PL.
5. “FLASHDANCE” SONG
6. *VEXILLOLOGY SUBJECT
7. UNDERWATER ELECTRICITY
GENERATOR
8. *MODELBUILDER’S WOOD
9. LET IT STAND, TO
PROOFREADER
10. CLEOPATRA’S NECKLACE
11. EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH
FOR “LIFE”
12. TURKISH TITLE OF

RESPECT
15. KERRI WALSH’S MOVES
20. SOME TIDES
22. “___ YOUR HAND AT...”
24. ____ VERB, LIKE “ASK
AROUND”
25. *WHAT AN APIARIST
LIKES
26. WOVEN WALL HANGING
27. *WHEN BACKYARD
ASTRONOMERS GAZE
29. COBBLESTONE
31. MIX TOGETHER
32. TINY PURSES
33. LIKE FLONASE
35. TYPE OF FILM
37. MOSQUE V.I.P.
39. *CRAFTERS’ EOUTLET
42. PREFACE
45. NOVELIST HONORÈ DE
____
49. 1/100 OF AFGHANI
51. ZAMBIAN OR MALAWIAN
MONEY
54. FIDO’S RESTRAINT
56. OLDEN DAY ANESTHETIC
57. ASSUME A POSTURE
58. RUSSIAN MOUNTAIN
RANGE
59. EAGERNESS
60. AGAIN
61. ALLEVIATE
62. CELESTIAL BEAR
63. WHISKEY GRAIN, PL.
64. *MODELBUILDER’S
PURCHASE
66. DIMINUTIVE

STEPHANIE MESQUITA | THE TICKER

CROSSWORD SOLUTION:

VSA GAME NIGHT
6 p.m.-9 p.m. | NVC 2-125 | Free

ISSUE 6

WOMEN’S TENNIS: BARUCH VS. RAMAPO COLLEGE*
3 p.m. | USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center | Free
MEN’S TENNIS: BARUCH VS. RAMAPO COLLEGE*
3 p.m. | USTA Billie Jean King National Tennis Center | Free
FESTIFUN
5 p.m.-7 p.m. | Baruch Performing Arts Center

*Oﬀ-campus event
For full list, visit www.baruch.cuny.edu/calendar

Career Spotlight
SAVE THE DATE

INTERNSHIP UPDATE

Career Weeks: International Business
Tuesday, March 28, 12:30 p.m.-2 p.m., NVC 5-160
Learn more about the international business industry from
professionals at this panel.

DIANE VON FURSTENBERG STUDIO

Suit Up for Success
Tuesday, March 28, 12:30 p.m.-4:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
Attend this fundraising event and donate, swap or
purchase business attire at a low price!
Careers in Cyber Security
Wednesday, March 29, 5 p.m.-6:30 p.m., NVC 2-190
ISACA will be on campus to discuss the importance of
cybersecurity as a growing industry.
LinkedIn 101
Thursday, March 30, 12 p.m.-2 p.m., NVC 2-190
Learn how to prepare your LinkedIn proﬁle and properly
network on the platform at this event.

baruch.cuny.edu/careers
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/starrlights/
blogs.baruch.cuny.edu/scdc/
@BaruchSCDC
Baruch College Starr Career Development Center

Summer 2017 Domestic Wholesale Intern
Diane Von Furstenberg Studio is looking for a Domestic
Wholesale Intern for summer
2017. During market week, interns will assist with showroom
appointments by pulling samples, making notes for buyers,
dressing models and keeping
the showroom in order. Other
responsibilities during market
week include assisting with
photo shoots and creating and
managing look books as changes are made to the line. They
will also help with sampling by
sending out samples to be shot
for online accounts or advertising campaigns, and track week-

ly selling ﬁgures from our major
partners by updating reports.
Interns must also attend and assist with ad hoc events for customers and other departments
within the company including
marketing and PR, research current trends, competitors and
possible new accounts, set up
and run sample sales, keeping
the showroom neat and taking
daily inventory to track movement of samples.
Qualiﬁcations include eligibility for school/experience
credit, proﬁciency in Microsoft
Excel and PowerPoint, strong
organizational and communi-

cation skills, ability to take initiative, multitask and prioritize,
and provide proof of work authorization in the US.

This is a paid internship open
to all majors and class levels;
for more information, visit
Starr Search with ID 102272.

PEER TIP OF THE WEEK

FUN FACT

CHECK OUT THE PEER TIP OF THE WEEK FROM SCDC’S PEERS FOR CAREERS PROGRAM

Did you know that Starr Career Development Center is open

“You never get the chance to make a second ﬁrst impression. Most ﬁrst impressions are visual and the
best way to make a good one is by dressing for success. Check out Suit Up for Success on March 28 for

during spring break? Take this time to schedule an appointment
with a counselor for those fall and spring internships! Don’t wait to
ﬁx your resume or brush up on interviewing and networking skills.

nice and inexpensive professional clothes!”

For more information, visit the Starr Career Development Center

ALIOU SIDIBE
PEER FOR CAREER

website.

